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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The present report is part of a study analysing the implications for the work of the European Union (EU) / European Economic Area (EEA) data protection supervisory authorities (SAs) in relation to transfers of personal data to third countries after the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) judgment C-311/18 on Data Protection Commissioner v. Facebook Ireland Ltd, Maximilian Schrems (Schrems II)\(^1\). Data controllers and processors may transfer personal data to third countries or international organisations only if the controller or processor has provided appropriate safeguards, and on the condition that enforceable data subject rights and effective legal remedies for data subjects are available. Whereas it is the primary responsibility of data exporters and data importers to assess that the legislation of the country of destination enables the data importer to comply with any of the appropriate safeguards, SAs will play a key role when issuing further decisions on transfers to third countries. Hence, this report provides the European Data Protection Board (EDPB) and the SAs in the EEA/EU with information on the legislation and practice in China, India and Russia on their governments’ access to personal data processed by economic operators. The report contains an overview of the relevant information in order for the SAs to assess whether and to what extent legislation and practices in the abovementioned countries imply massive and/or indiscriminate access to personal data processed by economic operators.

For this study, a literature review via desk research (books, journal articles, databases and other online sources) was conducted as the primary step, in order to identify the relevant legal instruments and case law. Reports of international organisations were also compiled at this stage. After conducting a legal analysis of the collected sources, the loopholes in the knowledge in this area of law were defined for each country (India, China and Russia). Thereafter, a customised questionnaire was composed per country, tackling the higher defined loopholes. These country questionnaires were approved by the EDPB, making it possible to distribute the questionnaires to carefully selected experts in each country. To have a broad perspective, the researchers of this study strived to find persons working in different legal fields (academia, non-profit sector, the Bar ...). In total, 29 experts were contacted. However, only eight experts agreed to be interviewed. Reasons for refusal included lack of time and unwillingness to commit to the signature of additional documents, such as the consent form for data processing and non-disclosure agreement. The contacted experts responding positively to the invitation to participate in the questionnaire were subsequently interviewed. These interviews were conducted, both in writing and orally depending on the preference of the experts. As a last step for this study, the interviews were carefully analysed and compared with the results of the desk research. Where needed, anomalies were indicated. Based on this, the end report of the in-depth analysis of the countries was drafted including the results of the interviews.

The country report on the People’s Republic of China (PRC) gives context to the Chinese legal system. It is held that the PRC is not a democratic, liberal state, nor does it have a rule of law. Therefore, it cannot be considered as having the ability to provide people with the protection of personal data equivalent to the EU. The report analyses and comments on basic Constitutional rules of the PRC and subsequently analyses secondary norms, regulating personal data processing, focusing on the processing of the personal data of foreigners by the government. It is argued that Chinese secondary laws should be interpreted with an eye on China’s political system and Constitution. Analysis of both the Constitution of the PRC and secondary laws indicates that substantial protection of personal data against government access does not exist in the PRC. The Personal Information Protection Law (PIPL), which is the country’s first comprehensive personal data protection legislation, is also discussed. It can be concluded that government access to personal data is not constrained. Several secondary laws concerning national security and the public order foresee exemptions to privacy protection legislations. The notions of security and the public order are given a wide interpretation and are considered priorities for the political system of the PRC. It can be argued that the PIPL and Data Security Law (DSL) do not pose significant limits to what the PRC government will be able to do with the peoples’ data.

---

\(^1\) CJEU 16 July 2020, C-311/18, Schrems II.
The country report on India starts off by giving an overview of the current state of the right of privacy and the right of data protection, considering the international treaties India is part of, and relevant judicial decisions impacting on the recognition of the right to privacy. The view of international human rights’ organisations on the state of data protection in India is briefly analysed. After careful assessment of relevant Indian legislation, the purposes and conditions for governmental access to personal data are mapped out. Although in theory, oversight mechanisms are in place, these are not transparent in practice. Afterwards, the report provides information on the conditions for individuals to receive a remedy when their privacy rights are breached. It is striking that the Indian government cannot be held responsible for any data breaches. Lastly, the report provides an overview on the future developments of Indian legislation. Here, the features of the proposed Personal Data Protection (PDP) Bill are discussed. The report concludes that, while the right to privacy was recently recognised by the Supreme Court of India, the government still benefits from wide exemptions to the data protection regime for governmental access to personal data. The concept of ‘national security’ is recurring, vague and broad, and it is often used as a ground to access any personal information stored in the Indian territory, including personal data of persons in the EU. Although the Indian Supreme Court’s Puttaswamy judgment confirmed that the constitutional right to privacy is part of a ‘democratic order governed by the rule of law’, including government access to data, data subjects’ rights are quite limited, as well as the access to a redress mechanism in case of an infringement of the government. The same broad exemptions to data protection in the context of governmental access will be included in the DPD Bill as well.

The country report on Russia looks into the complex matter of Russian Personal Data Law. Whereas the right to privacy and data protection are both recognised in the Russian Constitution, their scope diverges from the corresponding EU rights. It can be noted that the Russian data access regime lacks specific and transparent criteria, and is far-reaching. In addition, the report looks into the several exemptions to data protection for government access to personal data. In light of this, the Federal Security Service is discussed. Further, national security and counter-terrorism has been limiting data subject rights. The country report notes that, considering the lack of transparency and judicial independence in such cases, intelligence and counter-intelligence agencies are virtually unrestricted in accessing data subjects’ personal data. With regard to the different oversight mechanisms available, it can be held that there are concerns in terms of lack of judicial independence. Finally, the report illustrates the plans for a future federal database containing personal data of all Russian citizens. It can be concluded that, while the legislative framework seems comprehensive, the enforcement and application of the legislation shows the weaknesses of data protection in Russia. The right to privacy is strongly limited when interests of national security are at stake. The report argues that the law is used as an instrument to enforce political aspirations, resulting in legitimisation of new types of surveillance and censorship to control the flow of information in the country. The attitude towards the right to privacy is in line with a striking record of violating the European Convention of Human Rights, also in relation to other fundamental rights.

In the annexes included to this study, you will find the exact questionnaires per country (Annex 1), a list of all the used sources (Annex 2) and an overview of the used acronyms and abbreviations (Annex 3).
1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY

The present report is part of a study analysing the implications for the work of the European Union (EU) / European Economic Area (EEA) data protection supervisory authorities (SAs) in relation to transfers of personal data to third countries after the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) judgment C-311/18 on Data Protection Commissioner v. Facebook Ireland Ltd, Maximilian Schrems (Schrems II)2. According to Article 46 of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)3, data controllers and processors may transfer personal data to third countries or international organisations only if the controller or processor has provided appropriate safeguards, and on the condition that enforceable data subject rights and effective legal remedies for data subjects are available. Whereas it is the primary responsibility of data exporters and data importers to assess that the legislation of the country of destination enables the data importer to comply with any of the appropriate safeguards, SAs play a key role when issuing further decisions on transfers to third countries. Hence, this report provides the European Data Protection Board (EDPB) and the SAs in the EEA/EU with information on the legislation and practice in China, India and Russia on their governments’ access to personal data processed by economic operators. The report contains an overview of the relevant information in order for the SAs to assess whether and to what extent legislation and practices in the abovementioned countries imply massive and/or indiscriminate access to personal data processed by economic operators.

As regards the specific research questions of the study, it is meant to firstly investigate the general situation of China, India and Russia concerning fundamental rights and freedoms, by analysing international reports and findings from public bodies (e.g. Council of Europe, UN Human Rights Council and Human Rights Committee) and renowned non-governmental bodies (e.g. Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch, Privacy International). To this end, the study also identifies the countries’ international commitments in the field of human rights, in particular of the right to privacy and data protection. Secondly, the study analyses the legislation of the countries in order to establish the substantive and procedural conditions for government access to personal data, including law enforcement and intelligence agencies. Specific attention is given to the authorities involved in the adoption or amendment of the related rules, and entitled to authorise the governmental access to personal information. Afterwards, the study aims to investigate whether specific purposes and conditions to access personal data of foreign individuals exist in each of the three countries. The study also aims to identify, where existing, oversight mechanisms on the governmental access to personal data, and to assess the independency from the executive of the bodies empowered to perform such control. Finally, the study focuses on which rights and administrative or judicial redress mechanisms are available to data subjects (including foreigner individuals) in the three observed countries.

1.2 LEGAL BACKGROUND

Governmental access to personal data does not only affect the right to protection of personal data (Article 8 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union - EU-Charter4), but also more broadly the right to respect of private life (article 7 EU-Charter) and even the right to freedom of expression and information (Article 11 EU-Charter5). When someone feels that their private lives are the subject of

---

2 CJEU 16 July 2020, C-311/18, Schrems II.
5 CJEU 8 April 2014, C-293/12 and C-594/12, Digital Rights, §25,70; CJEU 21 December 2016, C-203/15 and C-698/15, Tele2 Sverige, §93.
constant surveillance, it can cause nervousness\(^6\). Nevertheless, the aforementioned fundamental rights are not absolute. They can be restricted if limitations are (i) provided by law; (ii) necessary to meet objectives of general interest recognised by the EU; and (iii) proportionate (Article 52 EU-Charter)\(^7\). In doing so, the essence of the fundamental rights may never be compromised\(^8\). On a privacy regulation level, the e-Privacy Directive\(^9\) and the GDPR\(^10\) are relevant in case of data transfers\(^11\). In particular Article 23 of the GDPR mirrors the requirements of Article 52 of the EU-Charter and needs to be read in light of the EU-Charter. In that regard, it is also important to refer to Article 44 of the GDPR, which states that the level of protection in a third country must be essentially equivalent to the level of protection within the EU\(^12\). This means that these data transfers need to comply with the GDPR and the e-Privacy Directive\(^13\) and that these provisions must be interpreted in light of the EU Charter\(^14\). Whereas both the GDPR and the EU-Charter describe those requirements in a rather broad wording, further guidance can be found in the case law of the CJEU and the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR)\(^15\). The criteria developed by these Courts are mentioned below, allowing the reader to keep them at the back of his or her mind when going through the analysis of the third country in section 2.

### 1.2.1 Legality

First, limitations of fundamental rights need to have a legal basis in national legislation. Article 23(2) GDPR states the elements that should be legally defined in case of a restriction of the protection of personal data (i.e. the scope, the safeguards to prevent abuse or unlawful access, the storage period, the right of a data subject to be informed about the restriction...)\(^16\). Again, the GDPR is not directly applicable in third countries and the legal situation will be assessed by supervisory authorities. However, it is still relevant to look into the requirements of the GDPR, as a starting point.

In its case law, the CJEU generally states that the legislation permitting the interference must define the scope of the limitation on the exercise of the rights concerned\(^17\). Also, the interfering measures always need to be foreseeable\(^18\). The definition of foreseeability under the quality of law requirement is well established in the case law of the ECtHR\(^19\). In a landmark decision of 25 May 2021, the ECtHR clarified

\(^6\) Digital Rights, §27 and §37; Tele2, 899-100.  
\(^7\) EDPB, Recommendations 02/2020 on the surveillance measures, 10 November 2020, p. 10.  
\(^11\) After all, in Schrems II, the CJEU made clear that the GDPR as a whole remains applicable even if these data will be processed by the third country by the time of transfer or thereafter for the purposes of public security, defence and State security. See also: CJEU 6 October 2015, C-362/14, Schrems I; CJEU 16 July 2020, C-311/18, Schrems II §86-88; CJEU 20 October 2020, C-623/27, Privacy International, §35, §39, §44 and §49.  
\(^12\) Schrems I, §64; Schrems II, §105, §188.  
\(^13\) Schrems I, §64; Schrems II, §105, §188.  
\(^14\) Schrems II, §105.  
\(^15\) The interpretation of the ECtHR is also relevant, because the meaning and scope of the rights in the EU-Charter shall be (at least) the same as the corresponding rights in the European Convention of Human Rights (ECHR). See Article 52 (3) EU-Charter.  
\(^16\) Such elements are: (a) the purposes of the processing or categories of processing; (b) the categories of personal data; (c) the scope of the restrictions introduced; (d) the safeguards to prevent abuse or unlawful access or transfer; (e) the specification of the controller or categories of controllers; (f) the storage periods and the applicable safeguards taking into account the nature, scope and purposes of the processing or categories of processing; (g) the risks to the rights and freedoms of data subjects; and (h) the right of data subjects to be informed about the restriction, unless that may be prejudicial to the purpose of the restriction. See also EDPB, Guidelines 10/2020 on restrictions under Article 23 GDPR, 15 December 2020.  
\(^17\) Schrems II, §175; Privacy International, §65.  
\(^19\) ECtHR 4 December 2015, no. 47143/06, Zakharov v. Russia, §228-230.
this principle further in relation to government surveillance measures and bulk interception of communication\textsuperscript{20}. It held that the following minimum requirements should be set out in law: (i) nature of offences which may give rise to a limitation; (ii) a definition of the categories of people liable to have their communications intercepted; (iii) a limit on the duration of interception; (iv) the procedure to be followed for examining, using and storing the data obtained; (v) the precautions to be taken when communicating the data to other parties and the circumstances in which intercepted data may or must be erased or destroyed\textsuperscript{21}.

### 1.2.2 Objectives of general interest

Next, limitations need to be strictly necessary to obtain an objective mentioned by the EU Legislation or the need to protect the rights and freedoms of others. Article 3 of the Treaty on European Union, for instance, mentions freedom, security and justice as general objectives\textsuperscript{22}. Article 23 of the GDPR, in its turn, states that data protection can be limited for the purposes of security, defence and state security\textsuperscript{23}. In that regard, the case law of the CJEU in data retention is worth mentioning. In the past, legislation in several Member States made it possible to retain data in a general and indiscriminate manner for the purposes of national security, public security and the combat of crime. The expiration date of general data retention for the purpose of the combat of crime has elapsed, as the CJEU repeatedly declared many of those national legislations invalid. Whereas such data retention exceeds the limits of what is strictly necessary in a democratic society according to the CJEU, limited exceptions can be envisaged, both in cases of national security and the combat of serious crime\textsuperscript{24}.

### 1.2.3 Proportionality

Finally, a balance needs to be struck between the means used and the intended aim\textsuperscript{25}. The proportionality requirement applies to data retention, data access, data use, data collection and other processing, and may differ depending on type of data and type of objective. In what follows, we give some examples on the proportionality requirement of the case law on data retention of the CJEU\textsuperscript{26}. In its proportionality assessment, the Court differentiates first between general and targeted data retention, the latter being less invasive. Second, threats to national security can justify more invasive limitations than the fight against (serious) crime or safeguarding public security\textsuperscript{27} (from serious threats). Third, the CJEU differentiates between different kinds of (communication) data. Content data can never be retained\textsuperscript{28}. The Court considers the retention of data relating to civil identity\textsuperscript{29} as, in principle, less serious than the


\textsuperscript{21} Big Brother Watch, §335.

\textsuperscript{22} See also EDPB, Guidelines 10/2020 on restrictions under Article 23 GDPR, 10 November 2020, p. 11.

\textsuperscript{23} CJEU 6 October 2020, C-511/18, C-512/18 and C-520/18, La Quadrature du Net, §100, §122, §136, §140-151; Privacy International, §45, §75.

\textsuperscript{24} EDPB, Recommendations 02/2020 on the European Essential Guarantees for surveillance measures, 10 November 2020, p. 10; European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS), Case Law Digest: Transfers of personal data to third countries, 10 June 2021.

\textsuperscript{25} See for a more thorough overview: EDPS, Guidelines on assessing the proportionality of measures that limit the fundamental rights to privacy and to the protection of personal data, 19 December 2019.

\textsuperscript{26} Privacy International, §135-136.


\textsuperscript{28} Data related to civil identity can be defined as data providing contact information (e.g. name, postal address…). See La Quadrature du Net, §157.
retention of traffic\textsuperscript{30} and location\textsuperscript{31} data. As a consequence, Member States are allowed to conduct a general retention on data relating to civil identity for the purposes of combating crime in general and for safeguarding public security\textsuperscript{33}. In light of combating serious crime, preventing serious threats to public security and safeguarding national security, targeted preventive retention of traffic and location data is possible if certain requirements are met\textsuperscript{34}. In practice, that retention must always be limited with respect to the categories of data to be retained\textsuperscript{35}, the retention period (which should be limited but can be renewed\textsuperscript{36}), the means of communication affected, and the persons concerned\textsuperscript{37}. In light of the last requirement, retention should be based on objective evidence for targeting people, revealing a (indirect) link to the purpose in question\textsuperscript{38}. In doing so, a geographical criterion for determining limits of the retention can be adopted: areas with high incidence of serious crime are particularly vulnerable: infrastructures and places with very high volume of visitors, strategic locations… (airports etc.)\textsuperscript{39}. All these elements must be adopted in binding legislation\textsuperscript{40}. A general and indiscriminate data retention of traffic and location data for a limited period of time, however, is only allowed when a threat to national security proved to be genuine, present and foreseeable\textsuperscript{41}.

The proportionality assessment extends to the access to and the use of retained data, which should also be limited to what is strictly necessary for the purpose of the investigation\textsuperscript{42}. Authorisation must be asked prior to the access to the data (except in the event of a justified urgency)\textsuperscript{43}. This review needs to be carried out either by a court or by an independent administrative body whose decision is binding\textsuperscript{44}. Lastly, it is also of great importance that adequate safeguards preventing abuse are adopted\textsuperscript{45}. This entails that effective judicial and administrative redress should be in place\textsuperscript{46}. Furthermore, data subjects need to have an effective possibility to have access to the retained data, to obtain rectification or to erase data\textsuperscript{47}. Finally, in case of a restriction of the right to the protection of personal data, the CJEU stresses on notifying the persons whose data has been accessed, as soon as that notification is no longer liable to jeopardise ongoing (criminal) investigations\textsuperscript{48}. The ECtHR also takes a notification into account as a relevant factor in assessing the effectiveness of remedies before the courts and hence to the existence of effective safeguards against the abuse of surveillance powers\textsuperscript{49}.

\section{1.3 STUDY METHODOLOGY}

For this study, a literature review via desk research (books, journal articles, databases and other online sources) was conducted as the primary step. The purpose of this review was to map the law in the books, consisting of the relevant legal instruments and relevant case law. In addition, reports of international

\textsuperscript{30} Traffic data can be defined as data processed for the purpose of the conveyance of a communication on an electronic communications network or for the billing thereof (Article 2(b) e-Privacy Directive).

\textsuperscript{31} Location data is any data processed in an electronic communications network, indicating the geographic position of the terminal equipment of a user of a publicly available electronic communications service (Article 2(c) e-Privacy Directive).

\textsuperscript{32} La Quadrature du Net, §157.

\textsuperscript{33} La Quadrature du Net, §158.

\textsuperscript{34} Tele2, §108; La Quadrature du Net, §140, §147; CJEU 2 March 2021, C-746/18, Prokuratuur, §35.

\textsuperscript{35} La Quadrature du Net, §147-151.

\textsuperscript{36} La Quadrature du Net, §137-139, § 163; Big Brother Watch, §335.

\textsuperscript{37} Tele2, §110; La Quadrature du Net, §147-151.

\textsuperscript{38} Tele2, §110; La Quadrature du Net, §147-151.

\textsuperscript{39} Tele2, §109-111; La Quadrature du Net §147-151.

\textsuperscript{40} La Quadrature du Net, §132-133; Prokuratuur, §48-50.

\textsuperscript{41} La Quadrature du Net, §107-108, §136- 137; Privacy International, §81.

\textsuperscript{42} Prokuratuur, §38.

\textsuperscript{43} Tele2, §120; La Quadrature du Net, §137-139; Prokuratuur, §40, §53-54, §58; Big Brother Watch, §355.

\textsuperscript{44} Tele2, §120; Prokuratuur, §53-54.

\textsuperscript{45} Opinion 1/15 on the EU-Canada PNR Agreement, §57, §219, §226.

\textsuperscript{46} Opinion 1/15 on the EU-Canada PNR Agreement, §57, §219, §226.

\textsuperscript{47} Opinion 1/15 on the EU-Canada PNR Agreement, §220; La Quadrature du Net, §190.

\textsuperscript{48} Tele2, §121.

\textsuperscript{49} However, it does not make it mandatory if the domestic remedies permit any person who suspects that his or her communications are being or have been intercepted to apply to the courts. Big Brother Watch, §357-358.
organisations were compiled in this step. After conducting a legal analysis of the collected sources, the loopholes in the knowledge in this area of law were defined for each country (India, China and Russia). Thereafter, focus was laid on the law in action. Per country, a customised questionnaire was composed, tackling the higher defined loopholes. These country questionnaires were approved by the EDPB, making it possible to distribute the questionnaires to carefully selected experts in each country. At least three experts were detected per country. To have a broad perspective, the researchers of this study strived to find persons working in different legal fields (academia, non-profit sector, the Bar...).

For China, nine experts were contacted, resulting in two positive responses, two negative answers and five who did not reply. For India, eleven experts were contacted, resulting in five positive responses, one negative reply and five who did not reply. Whereas five experts completed the NDA and consent form, only one expert took part in the interviews in the end. For Russia, nine experts were contacted, resulting in one positive response. A frequent reason used for not participating in the study was lack of time and unwillingness to formalise the interview by signing the additional documents such as the consent form to data processing and non-disclosure agreement. However, in most cases, the authors of this study simply did not receive an answer or the negative response did not contain any explanation as to why the contacted expert was not able to participate in the study. Based on these responses, the external experts were interviewed via country specific questionnaires (see Annex 1). These interviews were conducted, both in writing and orally depending on the preference of the experts. As a last step for this study, the interviews were carefully analysed and compared with the results of the desk research. Where needed, anomalies were indicated. Based on this, the end report of the in-depth analysis of the countries was drafted including the results of the interviews.

1.4 STRUCTURE OF THIS REPORT

Section 2 describes an in-depth analysis of the legislation and practice on government access to personal data in China (Section 2.1), India (Section 2.2) and Russia (Section 2.3). The same structure is followed in every country section.

Each country section presents a first subsection aimed to answer the research question concerning the general situation of the countries as regards human rights, and specifically the right to privacy and data protection. It provides an overview concerning rule of law, respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms in the observed countries. The main constitutional provisions of each of the countries are analysed, as well as the concrete application of such provisions in the national case law. The subsection also illustrates whether and how the right to privacy exists in each of the three legal systems. Afterwards, the general findings by international organisations on the three countries’ human rights situation are also briefly shown.

Subsequently, the country reports include a subsection illustrating the purposes, conditions, and oversight mechanisms of the governmental access to personal data in each of the three countries. This subsection aims to answer the research questions related to the specific legislative requirements for government access to personal data; where specific provisions on foreign individuals’ personal data do not always exist in the three legal systems, the report also tries to address the research questions around the applicability of the countries’ legislation to foreigners.

In each country section, a subsection is dedicated to the data subjects' rights, their conditions for applicability and the redress mechanisms available to enforce them. The subsection's goal is to answer the research questions around individual rights and existing redress mechanisms as regards the right to privacy in the legal systems of the three countries.

Finally, a subsection is dedicated in each country section to provide an overview of the upcoming changes in the legislation on government access to personal data: the goal is to offer an overview on how the legal systems of the three countries are likely to evolve in relation to the right to privacy and
data protection in the near future.

Section 3 provides conclusions by answering the research questions.

The annexes included to this study entail exact questionnaires per country (Annex 1), a list of all the used sources (Annex 2) and an overview of the used acronyms and abbreviations (Annex 3).
2 IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS OF THIRD COUNTRIES

The following section aims to answer the research questions of the study in relation to the three countries. The structure of the subsections is consistent with a division into areas of interests touched upon by the research questions. The answers are integrated in the related subsections. Each section provides an in-depth analysis of the legislation and practice in third countries on their governments’ access to personal data. Section 2.1 deals with the situation in China, Section 2.2 with India and Section 2.3 with Russia. All these sections study the situation in third countries from the perspective of the rule of law and respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms; government access to personal data; and data subject rights. Moreover, any potential upcoming changes in the legislation are also discussed. Finally, every country section contains an intermediary conclusion and a grid visually presenting the research results.

2.1 CHINA

2.1.1 Rule of law, respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms

2.1.1.1 Context

While analysing the legal system of the People’s Republic of China (PRC), the following assumptions embedded in the Western legal system do not apply50. The first assumption, is the existence of a legality principle, which is the notion that law regulates and constrains the behaviour of public authorities. Consequently, the second assumption is that the access of the government to personal data can be limited by law in China. Thus, the third assumption is that people in China would have rights against the government. Further, that citizens of China can object to decisions of the government, or have legal remedies, through which they they can claim their rights. The final assumption entails the idea that there is a separation of powers, meaning that an independent judicial branch exists, controlling and restraining governmental access to data. These assumptions about law are not applicable in China and need to be left out to properly understand Chinese law. A different understanding of the law and its role in the PRC is required—compared to the Western legal tradition.

Looking at the international commitments of the PRC, it can be held that the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) was signed in 199851, but has not been ratified up to now52. This is of relevance as Article 17 of the ICCPR ensures the right to privacy to anyone.

First of all, according to Article 1 of the Constitution of the PRC53, China is a socialist state under a democratic dictatorship, led by the Communist Party of China (CCP)54. Constitutional changes after the Second World War led to the structural unification of the Chinese Communist Party and state, resulting in the CCP’s dominance over the state’s normative system55. This system interprets the rule of law as

51 Article 17 of this UN treaty ensures the right to privacy to anyone.
52 For other UN Treaties that China signed, see https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/TreatyBodyExternal/Treaty.aspx?CountryID=36&Lang=E.
rule by law under the Rule of the Party\textsuperscript{56}. According to Article 3 of the Constitution, China is ruled according to the principle of democratic centralism, which entails concentration of power in the people’s congresses and an absence of a separation of power safeguarded by a system of checks and balances. Further, according to Article 5 of the Constitution, the PRC rules the country according to law and establishes it as a socialist state governed by law. All power, including judicial and law enforcement, is concentrated in the National People’s Congress (NPC), which supervises other state organs. The NPC is at the same time the legislative, executive, and judicial branch of the government, meaning that there is no separation of power. The NPC is directly supervised by the government and the CCP, and realises their policies\textsuperscript{57}. Most of the judges in the PRC’s judicial system are appointed by local party leaders, hence the judiciary is not independent\textsuperscript{58}. For this reason, the rule of law in China generally has been described as the rule of law with Chinese characteristics\textsuperscript{59}. Based on the lack of separation of powers, the supremacy of law, legal certainty, and judicial independence, China’s legal system cannot be defined as being a liberal democratic system and being a rule of law system by Western standards\textsuperscript{60}.

Chapter II of the Constitution covers the fundamental rights and obligations of the citizens. Article 33(1) of the Constitution defines the notion of citizenship by stating that “all people holding the nationality of the People’s Republic of China are citizens of the PRC”. Article 33(4) further states that “every citizen shall enjoy the rights prescribed by the Constitution and the law”. There is thus a direct link between citizenship and human rights. Article 40 provides that freedom and confidentiality of correspondence of citizens shall be protected by law.

Irrespective of Article 40, however, the entire basis for Chinese privacy law assumes that community stability should prevail over the needs of individual persons\textsuperscript{61}. When it comes to processing of personal data, therefore, numerous exceptions are made for national security or criminal investigations where they are needed, with no further restrictions on how these exceptions should be interpreted. According to Article 50 of the Constitution, the rights of the citizens cannot impede the interest of the state and society\textsuperscript{62}. Reading this Article in conjunction with Articles 1 and 3 leads to the conclusion that the CCP defines the collective interests of the state. In other words, the CCP decides to what extent and how the individual’s rights can be exercised.

As there is a direct reference to the citizens in Chapter II of the Constitution, it can be argued that these rights are only provided to the citizens of China. Article 32 of the Constitution, which does not fall within the scope of Chapter II, confirms this argument. It states that the PRC protects the lawful rights and interests of foreigners in the territory of China, thereby limiting the scope of the protection extended to foreigners compared to Chinese citizens. On the other hand, there are arguments for stating that the constitutional protection for foreigners and citizens is the same\textsuperscript{63}. This argument has several bases. In different procedural laws, such as in administrative proceedings, foreigners, stateless people, and foreign residents are treated as citizens of the state if they are needed, with no further restrictions on how these exceptions should be interpreted.

\textsuperscript{56} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{58} According to the interview with an expert.


\textsuperscript{62} Article 50 of the PRC Constitution 2017, viewed 21 July 2021.

\textsuperscript{63} According to the interview with an expert.
organisations have the same rights and obligations as Chinese citizens. In terms of government data access, there is no distinction between foreign nationals and Chinese citizens. However, as no such legal case has been reported in practice, hypothetical conclusions cannot be drawn in the absence of actual case-law. Even though this argument would comply with Article 32 of the Constitution with respect to foreigners residing on the territory of the PRC, the extent to which foreigners residing outside of China are equally protected by the Constitution is unclear. Nevertheless, it can be stated that the constitutional rights under the Chinese legal system will in any case rarely be subject to administrative litigation, thus the protection bestowed by the Constitution itself might not make a meaningful difference between Chinese citizens and foreigners, irrespective of where they reside.

As of 1 November 2021, China has a general data protection regime. The country’s first – and long-awaited – comprehensive personal data protection legislation, the Personal Information Protection Law (PIPL), was adopted on 20 August 2021. This Act comprehensively covers the protection of personal information, including the ‘full lifecycle’ of personal information. Before this Law entered into force, there were more than 100 regulations concerning the protection of personal information. The overall structure is considered to be ineffective in terms of ensuring legal rights for individuals due to complexity and dispersion of these regulations. The impact of this law will be discussed further in section 2.1.4.

One of the most comprehensive legislations is the Cybersecurity Law (CSL). Article 1 of the CSL emphasises cyberspace sovereignty, national security, social and public interest to protect “lawful rights and interests of citizens”. The primary goal of this law is to seek national security. Another important legislation in terms of privacy and data protection is the Civil Code. This law was promulgated in 2020 and took effect on 1 January 2021. It bestows numerous rights such as the prohibition to process personal data without consent, the prohibition of excessive processing, and the obligation to process personal data in compliance with the principles of lawfulness, justification, and within a necessary time frame.

At face value, rights and obligations related to the right on data protection are similar to those introduced by the GDPR. Although Western concepts seem to be implemented, this is only the case as to their form, not as to their intended effects, especially in relation to government access. Finally, it can be mentioned that, even though there is a clear tendency to strengthen personal data protection in the private sector, there are no specific restrictions on government access to personal data (see section 2.1.2: Government access to personal data).

---

64 Ibid.
65 Ibid.
71 Ibid.
2.1.1.2 General findings of international organisations

According to numerous reports by international human rights’ organisations, fundamental rights of people are notoriously abused in PRC. In several reports, Human Rights Watch states that China does not meet international standards with respect to surveillance by different government authorities. With regard to privacy and data protection, the surveillance enrolled in the province of Xinjiang can be an example of a deteriorating situation. Chinese surveillance efforts and building of so called social-credit system and export of this model outside of its territory was labelled “digital authoritarianism”.

2.1.2 Government access to personal data

2.1.2.1 Purposes

i. General

According to Article 40 of the Constitution of the PRC, the freedom and privacy of its citizen’s correspondence are protected by law. No organisation or individual may, under any circumstances, infringe that freedom and privacy, except where necessary to meet the needs of State security, or in cases where criminal investigation, public security or procuratorial organs are permitted to censor correspondence in accordance with legal procedures. Article 40 of the Constitution is the primary source of authorisation for public bodies to access personal data processed by private actors. Since legislation on government access to personal data is dispersed and provides public security officials with broad discretion, the PRC’s mass surveillance programmes go unchallenged in China. It is generally argued that the Chinese government is said to have no restrictions when requesting companies to provide access to personal information. For example, no court orders are required. This demonstrates that government interests take precedence over constitutional rights. Moreover, the Chinese party-state establishes mechanisms and power structures to ensure data access by government authorities domestically and internationally.

---


ii. Criminal investigations

There is no specific provision on the processing of personal data during criminal investigations. This can be considered one of the weaknesses of the current regulatory framework on electronic evidence. According to Sections 5 and 6 of the Criminal Procedure Law, investigators can carry out the search and seizure procedure. As acquiring evidence is classified as an investigative activity under Chinese criminal procedure, only police officials have the authority to conduct such actions. Neither the judge nor the prosecutor will intervene in this process, giving investigators a lot of leeway, and perhaps jeopardising criminal suspects’ right to know.

Furthermore, Article 6 of the Provisions on several issues concerning the collection, taking, examination, and the judgment of electronic data in the handling of criminal cases (Provisions 2016) states that all data stored, both at Chinese territory and abroad, can be accessed online. This Article has caused considerable controversy, with many countries seeing it as a violation of cyberspace sovereignty.

As a result, it has been changed by Article 23 of the Rules of obtainment of electronic data as evidence by public security authorities in handling criminal cases promulgated by the Ministry of Public Security of the PRC in 2019 (Rules 2019). This Article states that investigators can collect electronic data online (including personal information) for criminal investigations. For data in the ‘domestic distance computer information system’, being a computer system located in China, all data can be collected. In terms of electronic data stored abroad, only publicly available data can be accessed. The online remote investigations are to be carried out by relevant case-handling public security authorities. For any case with significant facts and with a complicated crime scene, the higher-level public security authority can directly coordinate an online distance investigation as he/she considers this to be appropriate, according to Article 28 of the Rules 2019. In the case of a criminal investigation against foreign individuals, according to the rules mentioned above, electronic data, including personal data can be accessed by police officers.

iii. The Cybersecurity Law

The Cybersecurity Law of the PRC applies to network operators, i.e. network owners, managers, and network service providers (Article 76 of the Cybersecurity Law). This broad definition covers the entire network system, comprising computers or other information terminals and supporting equipment that adheres to specific rules and procedures for information gathering, storage, transmission, exchange, and processing (Article 76 of the Cybersecurity Law). According to Article 28 of the Cybersecurity Law, network operators must provide technical support and assistance to the public security and national...
security organs that protect national security and investigate criminal activity in accordance with the law. This provision does not stipulate any limitations or restrictions to the scope of this technical assistance. Also, the criminal procedure law and national intelligence law do not foresee any restriction in this sense. In other words, the support and assistance given might include access to data and metadata content. Article 69 of the Cybersecurity Law stipulates the imposition of monetary fines on both network operators and directly responsible management personnel for refusal to provide technical support and assistance to public security organs and state security organs. Network operators may therefore be motivated to provide the necessary information to comply with this provision.

The Cybersecurity Law imposes additional obligations on critical information infrastructure operators, which includes public communications and information services, and other infrastructure that may endanger national security (Article 31 of the Cybersecurity Law). Article 37 of the Cybersecurity Law stipulates that operators of critical information infrastructure that collect or generate personal information or important data while operating on the PRC mainland must keep it on the mainland. Where business requirements genuinely necessitate providing data outside the mainland, they shall follow the measures jointly formulated by the State cybersecurity and informatisation departments and the relevant State Council departments to conduct a security assessment. Where laws and administrative regulations provide otherwise, they shall follow those provisions.

As there is a data localisation requirement for operators of critical information infrastructure, this provision can extend the scope of information access by the government. Considering the broad power given to investigators in the criminal investigation process (see above), the data localisation requirement may have this impact. On the other hand, this provision covers handling of personal information for the critical information infrastructure operators in China and may not be considered an aggravating factor for government access to the personal data of natural persons living outside the PRC. This interpretation assumes that the obligation pertains to the protection of personal data of people residing in China and that those operators process the personal information of people in China.

iv. The National Security Law

Article 77 of the National Security Law of the PRC stipulates that citizens and organisations must provide the necessary support and assistance to public security organs, state security organs, or related organs to protect national security. Article 7 of the National Security Law states that preservation of national security shall follow the Chinese Constitution and respect and protect citizens’ rights under the law. However, it is unclear how the right to privacy or data protection may be invoked against these security organisations.

v. The National Intelligence Law

National Intelligence Law imposes obligations on organisations and citizens to support and cooperate with Chinese national intelligence agencies. This law is described as codification of expectations that

---

every citizen is responsible for state security.93 More precisely, Article 14 of the National Intelligence Law states that the national intelligence work institutions may request companies or citizens to provide the necessary support.94 This rule also applies to Chinese entities and their subsidiaries in foreign countries.95 Considering the vague scope of the powers given to Chinese intelligence agencies,96 companies can be requested to access personal data. These requests cannot be denied.97 Recent research, covering a security and privacy analysis of TikTok and Douyin, developed by ByteDance, found that it remains unclear whether China requested personal data access for intelligence purposes from both companies.98 Similar concerns are raised for Huawei and its relationship with China’s intelligence authorities.100 On the other hand, according to Huawei, China’s national intelligence law or other laws do not compel Huawei to install so-called “backdoors” in telecommunications’ infrastructure to help government authorities to spy on other countries.101

vi. The Counter-espionage Law

The Counter-espionage Law of the PRC102 is another legal act that must be taken into consideration. Article 3 considers state security organs as competent authorities in charge of counter-espionage efforts. According to Article 38 of this law, espionage conducts are activities endangering state security in general. However, Article 38(3) of this law refers to “other espionage activities” while defining the scope of espionage activities, which makes it ambiguous and vague. Thus counter-espionage efforts as such are not explicitly defined. While conducting counter-espionage, state security organs can use technical investigative measures subject to strict formalities.103

In addition, Article 4(1) of this law stipulates that citizens have a duty to protect national security, honour and interests and shall not jeopardise them. In light of this, all citizens, enterprises and organisations are obliged to stop espionage conducts.104 Chapter III of the Counter-espionage Law further regulates the duties and rights of citizens and organisations in terms of counter-espionage. Especially striking is the fact that relevant organisations must provide information to the security organs.105 There is a reference to the strict formalities and getting approval for the use of technical investigative measures by state security organs. Despite an explicit reference to the strict formalities in Article 12, the conditions of those formalities remain unclear. Therefore, this measure is most probably to include personal data, including of foreigners.106

96 Ibid.
97 Ibid.
99 Ibid
100 Ibid
103 Art. 12 Counter-espionage Law.
104 Art. 4(2) Counter-espionage Law.
105 Art. 22 Counter-espionage Law.
2.1.2.2 Conditions

In summary, law enforcement and intelligence agencies have widespread powers to access all forms of information where appropriate for criminal investigations or intelligence operations. New legislation at national level necessitates the development of more detailed implementing rules or policies by other State-level authorities. This is a common strategy in Chinese legislation and law enactment/implementation. The scope of meaning of terms such as national security, state security, or criminal investigations are broad. In addition, investigations and operations do not need to be specific nor narrowly defined.

Information access may involve access to personal data transferred to China for commercial purposes. Although the PRC’s legislation governing data access includes references to “in accordance with law” or “strict approval”, it is unclear which law is being referred to in these laws. Moreover, no explicit safeguards are included in these laws. In the specific legislation mentioned, the focus of those provisions is to provide support and information to the government authorities, without stipulating any specific safeguards or conditions applicable to government access.

However, the Cybersecurity Law imposes obligations on network operators in respect of their handling of personal data. Those obligations might have an indirect impact on personal data access by government authorities. For instance, network operators must comply with legality, legitimacy and necessity when collecting and using personal information (Article 41 of the Cybersecurity Law). The same article states that network operators shall avoid collecting personal information that is unrelated to the services offered. As these obligations are imposed on network operators, these provisions may represent safeguards for the initial handling of personal information by network operators. In other words, during their handling, network operators are obliged to process information proportionate to their activities. This may result in lower volumes of data processed, with a subsequent impact on the scope of information the government can access. It must be borne in mind that the law provides no specific safeguards for government access to that information. This highlights a fundamental truth of data governance in the Chinese market: while the Chinese government works to safeguard users from cyber criminals, individuals and enterprises cannot expect their data to be secure from the State.

2.1.2.3 Oversight

When it comes to Chinese data protection law, it should be mentioned that Article 26 of the National Intelligence Law refers to the fact that national intelligence institutions shall supervise and oversee the staff’s compliance with laws and discipline. As understood from this provision and the general framework of the law, the oversight mechanism is internally established. With regard to the oversight of counter-espionage activities, Article 12 of the Counter-espionage law provides for the “strict formalities” and approval mechanisms for the use of technical measures. However, the conditions and the procedure that apply, are not clear. In other words, there is no independent supervision structure in place to review data processing activities and to whom data subjects can file complaints if they believe their data protection rights have been violated in those laws.

2.1.3 Data subject rights and redress mechanisms

2.1.3.1 Conditions

i. General

---

107 According to the interview with an expert.
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In general, the Chinese legal system does not provide data subjects with effective remedies in case of violation of their rights due to access to personal data by law enforcement or intelligence agencies. However, according to the State Council Open Government Information Regulations, individuals can seek to access and request correction of personal information in the government files and litigate the administrative organ’s response\textsuperscript{110}. To what extent this law applies to the files held by public security and national security organisations is not clear. This presents a problem as numerous state authorities applying the aforementioned laws can be military authorities, which are exempt from the administrative review. After all, no specialised courts and procedures for military authorities’ oversight are present in the PRC. This is even more problematic in light of the doctrine of civil-military fusion, broadly applied in China. This entails the fact that there is close cooperation between civil and military institutions, blurring their roles in relation to national security.

According to information gathered through an interview, it can be considered that the Chinese government is not easily held accountable\textsuperscript{111}. In order to claim rights against the government there is a need for public law basis, but this is often non-existent. Moreover, there were cases where the citizens claimed their right to information and the government claimed the right to privacy, as a safeguard against the access of citizens to information about the government. Thus, the right to privacy was claimed instrumentally by the government and was accidental to the main issue of the case.

\textit{ii. Criminal investigations}

There are no provisions in place to protect the rights of suspects\textsuperscript{112}. This is due to the fact that the collection of evidence during a criminal investigation is considered an investigative practice under the Chinese Criminal Procedural Law. This entails that police officers can choose to collect evidence without the approval of prosecutors or judges\textsuperscript{113}. This gives these authorities leeway to investigate, resulting in violations of privacy rights\textsuperscript{114}.

Some scholars state that the violation of the right to privacy and the right to data protection during the investigation stage is not stipulated as a basis for a remedy against the authorities under Article 12 of the Administrative Procedure Law\textsuperscript{115}. According to Articles 15 and 16 of the State Compensation Law\textsuperscript{116}, compensation may be awarded in cases of violation of the right to liberty or property right during the investigation procedure. However, there is no legal basis for compensation for the alleged violation of the right to privacy during the criminal investigation process. Consequently, it can be argued that remedies against state authorities when infringing the right to privacy are restricted.

Given the expansive nature of the authority granted to security organs or police officers, accessing the personal data of foreign individuals does not seem to be unlawful. According to Article 33 of the State Compensation Law, foreigners in the territory of China can enjoy the same rights. As a result, even if compensation rights were available, foreigners residing outside China might not benefit from compensation under the State Compensation Law, on the basis that there is a reference to foreigners residing on the territory of China. On top of that, it is necessary to appoint a PRC-based lawyer to claim


\textsuperscript{111} According to the internal interview with an expert.


\textsuperscript{113} \textit{Ibid}, p. 9.

\textsuperscript{114} \textit{Ibid}, p. 11.

\textsuperscript{115} \textit{Ibid}, p. 10. When the law itself is checked, Article 11 of the Administrative Procedure Law of the People’s Republic of China stipulates possible basis for administrative law cases, see Administrative Procedure Law of the PRC, viewed 19 August 2021, \url{http://www.npc.gov.cn/zgwzwg/englishnpc/Law/2007-12/12/content_1383912.htm}.

\textsuperscript{116} State Compensation Law of the PRC, viewed 19 August 2021, \url{http://www.china.org.cn/china/LegislationsForm2001-2010/2011-02/12/content_21905705.htm}. 
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rights in a Chinese court. This can be an additional hurdle.

iii. The Cybersecurity Law

When it comes to the data subject rights under Cybersecurity Law\textsuperscript{117}, Article 43 grants people the right to request to delete or correct their personal information if it violates provisions of the law, legislation, or agreements between data subjects and network service providers. Since these responsibilities are aimed at network providers, these rights can only be invoked against them. There are no specific protections against state authorities under this law.

iv. The National Security Law

Although the National Security Law\textsuperscript{118} recognises human rights, it does not specify how these rights are protected. According to Article 82 of this law, citizens and organisations have the right to initiate complaints regarding ‘national security efforts’ if these activities are unlawful. Article 83 stipulates that extraordinary measures restricting the freedom and rights of citizens, shall be bound by actual needs and have to be in accordance with the law. However, the real question is how far the processing of personal data might be considered unlawful if personal data is accessed or processed for the tasks provided to national security organs in national security law. In other words, even though there is a right to initiate complaints regarding national security efforts, the broad construction of national security efforts might have as a result that the personal data access by state organs is not unlawful. Thus, this complaint mechanism might not work. Also, the scope of human rights is not provided under this law. Given the fact that there are no clear data subject rights for PRC civilians, it remains unclear to what extent data subjects in foreign countries can exercise complaint rights.

v. The National Intelligence Law

Article 19 of the National Intelligence Law\textsuperscript{119} holds that the support and cooperation of civilians needs to be in accordance with the law and cannot violate lawful rights and interests of citizens and organisations. It is also held that personal information must not be leaked. However, how these rights are safeguarded against possible abuses, is unclear. Also, the law does not mention remedies for foreign citizens in case their data would be the subject of an investigation\textsuperscript{120}.

In addition, Article 27 of this law states that national intelligence agencies must have certain channels for input or complaints. However, how these complaints are treated and the nature of these complaint mechanisms are not defined. Potentially complaints can be made directly to internal organs within intelligence agencies, such as the ‘discipline and inspection bureau’, which is responsible for discovering and punishing internal unlawful, unprofessional conduct. This bureau is part of the CCP's internal sections formed within state authorities. Furthermore, Article 31 of the National Intelligence Law notes that national intelligence working institutions violating citizens’ lawful rights or interests, will be punished in accordance with the law. However, given the fact that these mechanisms are aimed for abuse of powers in the context of intelligence activities, they might not be appropriate for data government access. This is due to the fact that access by government authorities might not be unlawful according to Chinese law.


\textsuperscript{120} According to the interview with an expert.
2.1.4 Are the new laws on data protection in the PRC a game-changer for government access?

The long-awaited PRC’s Personal Information Protection Law (Draft) (PIPL), the country’s first comprehensive personal data protection legislation, was released in October 2020. China announced the second draft of the PIPL in April 2021. Afterwards, another round of consultations followed, then lawmakers unveiled the final draft version of the law. The PIPL was adopted on 20 August 2021 and is effective as of 1 November 2021.

Article 1 of the PIPL provides that the law aims to protect personal information and safeguard the free flow of personal information, stimulating reasonable use of data. However, it has undertones of ‘national security’. For instance, according to Article 10, no organisation or individual may engage in personal information handling that harms national security or the public interest. This can be seen in Chapter III, on the cross-border provision of personal information. Article 41 states that personal information handlers may not transfer personal information kept on the PRC mainland to foreign judicial or law enforcement agencies without the approval of its competent authorities. Article 42 states that where foreign organisations or individuals engage in personal information handling acts that harm the PRC’s national security or public interest, the State cybersecurity and informatisation department may place them on a list limiting or prohibiting personal information provision, issue a warning, and/or implement measures such as limiting or prohibiting personal information provision.

This law will apply to both public and private organisations since no derogation is provided under Article 72. Additionally, Article 33 stipulates that PIPL applies to the activities of state organs regarding handling of personal information. However, specific provisions in Section III PIPL apply. After briefly explaining the general provisions applicable to State organs and private organisations, the specific provisions will be examined.

Chapter I of the PIPL covers the general provisions. While Article 5 refers to general principles of legality and necessity, Article 6 describes purpose limitation and data minimisation principles. The openness and transparency principle (Article 7), accuracy principle (Article 8) and data security principle (Article 9) are provided as general principles of personal information handling. Article 19 states that personal information retention periods shall be the shortest period necessary to fulfil the aim of the personal information handling, unless laws or administrative regulations stipulate otherwise. This provision is related to the data retention responsibility of personal information handlers. However, there is a reference to the laws and administrative rules that provide exceptions for these rules.

When it comes to the provisions specifically applicable to State organs in Section III, Article 34 states that they may handle personal information in accordance with the powers and procedures provided in laws or administrative regulations. Handling of personal data may not extend the scope necessary to carry out their responsibilities. Even though the Law applies to State organs, it has vague and undefined exceptions under Articles 35, which provides exceptions for the notification obligations where a provision in law or administrative regulation allows for such exception. This provision applies to all State organs regardless of their function. Article 36 states that personal information handling by State organs shall be stored within the mainland territory of the PRC. Considering the broad powers given to the State organs in national intelligence law, criminal procedural law and counter-intelligence law, those

---

provisions are less likely to limit the discretion of State authorities, as they can provide exceptions within administrative regulations. Whether this law will be enforceable in practice against State organs has been questioned.\(^\text{125}\)

Chapter IV of the PIPL covers individual’s rights in personal information handling activities. As a rule, these rights can be taken to also apply to State organs, for a number of reasons. Firstly, Article 3 of the PIPL stipulates that it applies to operations involving the handling of natural persons’ personal information within the PRC boundaries. Secondly, while Article 33 specifically states that PIPL applies to State organs and specific provisions of Section III apply to State organs, Chapter IV, on individual rights, states that those rights can be invoked against State organs since there is no absolute exemption for State organs.

Chapter IV of the PIPL provides individual rights, similar to data subject rights, such as “the right to know” and “the right to decide relating personal information and to limit or refuse the handling of personal information” (Article 44). Those rights can be restricted by law and administrative regulations (Article 44). There are other data subject rights: the right to access (Article 45), the right to correction (Article 46), or the right to deletion of incorrect or illegally obtained information, as well as various protections and remedies for infringements by personal information handlers (Article 47).

There are some vague exceptions for the personal information handling activities of State organs under Articles 44-45. Article 44 states that rights provided under this article exist only as long as laws or administrative regulations stipulate otherwise. This means that those rights can be restricted by other laws or regulations, providing leeway for the government authorities to fulfil those obligations. Article 45, on the right of access, refers to Article 18(1) and Article 35 of the PIPL. Article 18 provides exceptions for the transparency obligations of personal information handlers and refers to laws or administrative regulations that provide confidentiality. Therefore, as long there is a confidentiality requirement under domestic law or administrative regulations, those rights cannot be invoked. Article 35 states that if the notification duty of State organs impedes their fulfilment of their statutory duties, they will not notify individuals about personal information processing. Considering the broad powers given to State organs in the laws outlined above, it is less likely that those rights will be invoked against the State organs responsible for public security and national security.

Article 68 PIPL establishes complaint procedures, and Article 65 states that every individual has the right to file a complaint in the event of improper handling of personal information. According to Article 68 PIPL, if personal information handlers breach personal information rights and interests, individuals can claim compensation from a PRC’s Court if this infringement causes any harm. This clause seems to extend to both government and private organisations.

Concerning the oversight mechanisms, Chapter VI of the PIPL specifies state departments’ responsibilities to oversee the personal information handling activities. While the State Cybersecurity and Informatisation department is charged with comprehensive planning and management, relevant State Council’s departments are accountable for the protection and overseeing of personal information. It seems that these departments are structured in the general government structure and designed accordingly. Although these departments are equipped with proper tools for the investigation and enforcement\(^\text{126}\), there are no standards set for these supervisory mechanisms’ independence. If state authorities indulge in improper personal information handling practices, their superior organs or


agencies charged with personal information security must order correction according to Article 68 of the PIPL. This clause confirms that the PIPL only establishes an internal oversight mechanism. Even if these developments can be viewed as improving individuals’ positions against Chinese state authorities, they do not meet the EU-Charter nor the CJEU case-law expectations.

In addition, the Data Security Law (DSL) was passed following three rounds of deliberations on 10 June 2021, this at the 29th session of the 13th NPC. As of 1 September 2021, the DSL takes effect in China. The DSL aims at ensuring data security, promoting data development, protecting the lawful rights and interests of individuals and organisations and safeguarding national sovereignty, security and development interests. According to Article 2 of the DSL, the law applies to data handling activities and their security regulation. Article 2(2) of the DSL provides for the extraterritorial application of the DSL as long as data handling activities outside of the mainland territory of the PRC harm national security, public interest, and other interests mentioned in the Article. The DSL will bring differentiated security obligations depending on the classification of data as “important data” and “core national data” according to Article 21 of the DSL. With respect to the reference to the protection of personal data, Article 53 of the DSL states that data handling operations involving personal information must also adhere to the provisions of applicable laws and administrative regulations. This provision leaves room for the application of the PIPL. It is argued that the DSL, as well as the PIPL, are applicable to the security of personal data. After all, the DSL is applicable to the data handling activities regardless of the classification of personal data and non-personal data.

2.1.5 Intermediary conclusion

The main legal instruments identified during the study, which relate to the government access to personal data of individuals, are summarised in the table below. This table briefly shows the analysis of the scope of government access, oversight mechanisms, redress mechanisms and data subject rights. According to Article 44 of the GDPR, any transfer of personal data to a third country shall take place only if it complies with Chapter 5 of the GDPR and other provisions of the GDPR. As it is discussed in Section 1.2 of this Report, the law of third countries shall provide equivalent level protection to the data subjects in the EU.

The first concern is to what extent the scope of government access to personal data is delineated to meet legality requirement in accordance with the EU-Charter. As shown in the table, the analysed legislation imposes technical support and assistance on citizens and organisations without restricting access of government to the personal data. Even though there is a reference to “in accordance with law” in a legislative framework such as cybersecurity law, the law itself does not provide for any limitation on government data access. It might be concluded that those rules would not meet the legality requirement provided under the EU-Charter. Oversight mechanism, redress mechanisms and data subject rights are crucial to meet the proportionality requirement, which is discussed in Section 1.2 of this Report. For the oversight mechanism of the government access, the laws stipulate internal mechanisms without providing any assurance of the independence of those mechanisms. When it comes to the redress mechanisms and data subject rights, as shown in the table, both of them are limited in the case of government access.

All in all, the examination of these secondary legislation reveals that the government has some leeway...
in acquiring people’s data. It is possible to argue that Chinese legislation legitimises the government’s vast and unlimited access to personal data. The PIPL and Data Security Law (DSL) could be viewed as an effort to improve data protection in the PRC. Those improvements are specific provisions on general data processing principles (legality, proportionality, data minimisation, purpose limitation), which are applicable to all State organs. Individual rights in respect of personal information are granted to individuals. However, the oversight mechanism is internally structured within the State organ, with no independence mandated by law.

Those changes do not, however, make a significant difference in relation to what the PRC government will be allowed to do with people’s data. Firstly, exceptions can be foreseen in law and administrative regulation, allowing government authorities to circumvent the restrictions provided under the PIPL. Secondly, any substantial change and broadening of the scope of protection would require changes to the Constitution and, in effect, changes to the political system. The provisions of secondary law with regard to access to personal data by the government are immaterial as long as the Constitution and political system legitimise unrestrained access to personal data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laws/ Features</th>
<th>Scope of Government Access</th>
<th>Oversight</th>
<th>Redress Mechanism/Data Subjects’ Rights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laws related to the criminal investigations</td>
<td>Electronic data including personal data stored in domestic computer systems. Only publicly available electronic data stored abroad.</td>
<td>Internal oversight</td>
<td>No right to sue in the violation of privacy rights in the phase of investigation in both Administration Litigation Law and State Compensation Law.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Security Law</td>
<td>The necessary support and assistance obligation on citizens and organisations.</td>
<td>Internal oversight</td>
<td>Initiating complaints regarding “national security efforts” if these activities are unlawful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Intelligence Law</td>
<td>The necessary support and assistance obligation on citizens and organisations.</td>
<td>Internal oversight</td>
<td>National intelligence agencies must have certain outlets for input or complaints about their activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter-espionage Law</td>
<td>Using technical investigative measures for investigation activities. The necessary support and assistance obligation on citizens and organisations.</td>
<td>Internal oversight (reference to strict formalities without clarifying the scope of formalities)</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cybersecurity Law</td>
<td>Network operators must provide “technical support and assistance” in accordance with the law, including content and metadata(^{132}).</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>It grants individuals the right to request that their personal information be deleted or corrected against network providers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIPL (effective as of 1 November 2021)</td>
<td>No specific provision on government access. However, general principles of information handling (legality, transparency, purpose limitation, data minimisation, principle of data security</td>
<td>Internal oversight for State organs</td>
<td>It grants individuals rights, such as the right of access and right of correction, with possible exceptions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.2 INDIA

#### 2.2.1 Rule of law, respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms

##### 2.2.1.1 Context

India is a multiparty, federal, parliamentary democracy with a bicameral legislature. It is founded on a common law system, owing its origins to the colonial period of England. Under the Constitution, the country’s 28 states and eight union territories have a high degree of autonomy and have primary responsibility for law and order.

The Constitution of India stipulates that the country is governed by the rule of law, meaning that any legislation failing to comply with the Constitution and its fundamental rights will be declared invalid (Article 13(1)). Several fundamental rights are laid down in the Constitution, such as freedom of speech (Article 19), and protection of life and personal liberty (Article 21). In terms of fundamental human rights, it is worth noting that India has a national human rights’ commission, which was established in 1993. In addition to its national legislation, there are several international human rights’ treaties to which India is bound. Relevant for this study are in particular the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). Both treaties acknowledge the right to privacy (Article 12 UDHR and Article 17 ICCPR).

The right to privacy and the right to data protection have taken a controversial path in India. Although the Constitution does not recognise the right to privacy, the 2017 Puttaswamy v. Union of India decision of the Supreme Court of India explicitly acknowledged it as a fundamental right. In this landmark judgment, the Court ruled that the right to privacy is implied in Article 21 of the Constitution and is incidental to other freedoms guaranteed by the Constitution. In fact, the Court stated that the constitutional right to privacy can only be enforced against (bodies of) the State and not against civilians or private sector entities. However, the Court held that the right to privacy is enforceable against non-State entities on the basis of other national legislation, thus a robust regime for data protection should
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137 This committee was established under the national act on the protection of human rights (adopted in 1993) and amended in 1997, 2006 and in 2019; National human rights commission, India, viewed 27 May 2021, [https://nhrc.nic.in/](https://nhrc.nic.in/).
139 India accessed this treaty in 1979; see Ratification of International Human Rights Treaties-India, viewed 27 May 2021, [http://hrlibrary.umn.edu/research/ratification-india.html](http://hrlibrary.umn.edu/research/ratification-india.html).
140 In light of the ICCPR, it is also important to refer to its general comments, which further elaborate on the meaning of the rights in the treaty. Especially general comment 16 is important as it underlines the fact that the right to privacy can be limited as long as the limitation is not arbitrary nor unlawful; ICCPR General Comment No. 16: Article 17 (Right to Privacy) The Right to Respect of Privacy, Family, Home and Correspondence, and Protection of Honour and Reputation.
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be introduced. In addition, the Court specifically extended this right to non-citizens, meaning that EU data subjects can potentially raise judicial claims against any infringement of Indian authorities if their right to privacy would be violated. In a follow-up judgment, the Court held that the right to privacy can only be limited by specific legislation, providing procedural guarantees against abuse. In stating so, the Court mirrored Article 52 EU-Charter and held that such legislation can only be installed for ‘legitimate aims of the State’ and must be ‘necessary and proportionate in a democratic society.’

According to the opinion of local experts, the Puttaswamy judgment has changed the attitude towards the right to privacy in India. After all, the decision recognised multiple facets of the right to privacy, such as informational privacy, sexual privacy and bodily privacy. Due to the large material scope of the judgment, other rights connected to the right to privacy were also subsequently recognised by Indian courts, such as the right to be forgotten.

In the aftermath of this jurisprudence, an Indian Group of Experts on Privacy, appointed by the government, reported that India lacked a comprehensive data-protection framework. As a result of the findings of this group, the Indian government released a draft legislation on Personal Data Protection (PDP Bill) for consultation in 2019. The PDP Bill seeks to regulate the processing of personal information by Indian entities and, in certain specific circumstances, offshore entities. However, this Bill has not yet been adopted (see section 2.2.4: Upcoming changes in legislation).

Currently, data privacy in India is primarily addressed in the Information Technology Act (IT Act). However, the State falls outside the scope of the safeguards for privacy in the processing of personal data. In addition, various sector-specific regulations regarding data governance were adopted in India. In light of this, the Reserve Bank of India, India’s central banking authority, issued directions for all banks and their service providers, intermediaries, third party vendors and other entities in the payment ecosystem. By virtue of this regulation, all payment system data, including the entire
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146 The Aadhaar Card (and other measures of the Indian government) also has effect on other rights such as the right against discrimination. After all, there are several people who struggle to provide their biometrics, such as elderly and disabled persons. Also, this right is enshrined in the Indian Constitution, which ensures that all citizens are equal and that no person shall be discriminated on the basis of sex, religion, race or place of birth (Article 15 Constitution). In addition, India has international obligations in this area as it ratified international treaties such as the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination and the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women. Until now, the Supreme Court has not spoken out on this matter.
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149 According to an internal interview with a local expert.
150 Save our Privacy, 27 July 2018, Initial statement on justice Srikrishna committee report, viewed 27 May 2021,
https://saveourprivacy.in/blog/initial-statement-on-justice-srikrishna-committee-report.
151 Ibid.
152 Article 2(A) Personal Data Protection Bill: The provisions of this Act shall apply to (a) the processing of personal data where such data has been collected, disclosed, shared or otherwise processed within the territory of India; (b) the processing of personal data by the State, any Indian company, any citizen of India or any person or body of persons incorporated or created under Indian law; (c) the processing of personal data by fiduciaries or data processors not present within the territory of India, if such processing is (i) in connection with any business carried on in India, or any systematic activity of offering goods or services to data principals within the territory of India; or (ii) in connection with any activity which involves profiling of data principals within the territory of India. Viewed 27 May 2021, https://prsidia.org/files/billsActs/bills_parliament/Personal%20Data%20Protection%20Bill,%202019.pdf.
payment processing cycle from request to final pay-out, need to be stored on the territory of India\textsuperscript{157}. Furthermore, the Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority of India, the principal regulator of the Indian insurance industry, published regulations that govern all outsourcing arrangements entered by Indian insurers\textsuperscript{158}. Lastly, the Securities and Exchange Board of India, the regulator for the securities market, has issued regulations prescribing mandatory security breach notification requirements that cover instances of data theft or breach\textsuperscript{159}.

### 2.2.1.2 General findings of international organisations

Several international organisations have looked into the human rights situation in India. In general, conditions in India can be improved in several areas such as freedom of expression and the fight against discrimination\textsuperscript{160}. Also, the state-of-the-art with respect to privacy and data protection can be enhanced. Various organisations have highlighted the lack of application of privacy related legislation to State conduct\textsuperscript{161}. A recent example can demonstrate this further. In 2017, India had to conduct a Universal Periodic Review (UPR)\textsuperscript{162}. Observant states were concerned that the PDP Bill would be hollowed out as Indian agencies enjoyed many exemptions from this bill\textsuperscript{163}. It was stressed that the bill did not meet international standards\textsuperscript{164}.

### 2.2.2 Government access to personal data

#### 2.2.2.1 Purposes

**i. The Information Technology Act**

The IT Act was adopted in 2000 and addresses the collection of personal data for surveillance purposes. Although the initial legislation provided for several standards in relation to government access to data, the IT Act amendment of 2008 substantially weakened these\textsuperscript{165}.

Currently, Section 69 of the IT Act dictates that the government may access any possible computer source and collect every piece of information stored on it, if this is in the interest of national security and the prevention of crimes\textsuperscript{166}. To this end, the government may issue directions to any governmental agency to intercept, monitor or decrypt such information\textsuperscript{167}. Furthermore, Section 69B of the IT Act allows the government to authorise any agency to monitor and collect any traffic data and information
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in any computer sources, based on the ground of enhancing national cybersecurity. Although the grounds justifying such access to personal data are enshrined in the aforementioned provisions, the IT Act does not clearly define these concepts. According to the local experts, the provisions provide a certain degree of uncertainty around the decisions of the government based on Sections 69 and 69B. The vague concepts still characterise the IT Act, notwithstanding the suggestion of the Indian judicial authorities to limit such provisions and the power of the executive therein.

Under these provisions, intermediaries must provide a high degree of assistance to the governmental agencies. In fact, when a request of access is issued but remains unheard, criminal liability will be imposed for the failure to provide the government with access to any information. In this case, the punishment amounts to both an imprisonment and a fine. The IT Act adopts a very broad definition of “intermediary”, as it includes, amongst others: telecom service providers, network service providers, internet service providers, search engines, online payment sites, online-market places. In other words, any provider of digital services entitled to process personal data may be subject to the aforementioned provisions. As a result, the Indian government heavily relies on private intermediaries to conduct surveillance activities, as some of the obligations imposed to the private intermediaries are based on national security considerations which are not limited anymore to the sole public sphere. Furthermore, the 2008 amendment to the IT Act extended criminal liability to any person, irrespective of his or her nationality, and regardless of where the conduct took place. The only condition which needs to be fulfilled is that such conduct involves a computer, computer system or computer network located in India. Therefore, a non-Indian intermediary could also be deemed liable for denying the government access to personal data pursuant to Sections 69 and 69B.

In 2011, India installed the Centralised Monitoring System (CMS) based on Section 5(2), read together with rule 419A of the IT Act. This section empowers the Indian Government to intercept communications in a situation of “public emergency” or in the interest of “public safety”. It is allowed to intercept communications in the following situations: (i) in the interests of the sovereignty and integrity of India; (ii) for the security of the State; (iii) friendly relations with foreign states; (iv) public order; (v) for preventing incitement to the commitment of an offence.

Although this section clearly mandates targeted surveillance, the CMS has led in practice to mass surveillance and bulk collection of data. More precisely, the CMS requires telecom service providers to share phone and internet communications (including emails) in the country with the government. Based on rule 419 A of the IT Rules 2007, these providers can retain any message or class of messages. Moreover, in 2018 in light of Section 69, 10 Indian security and intelligence
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169 According to an internal interview with a local expert.

170 Section 69(3) and Section 69B(4) of the Information Technology Act 2000, viewed on 29 May 2021, https://www.indiacode.nic.in/bitstream/123456789/13116/1/it_act_2000_updated.pdf.


173 Section 75 of the Information Technology Act 2000.


agencies were authorised by the Ministry of Home Affairs to carry out interception, monitoring and decryption activities\textsuperscript{177}. It should be highlighted that this provision allows bulk interception, as the government may intercept any information, being not only data but also messages, texts, voices, images, etc.\textsuperscript{178}. As various human rights’ organisations pointed out, these powers have the potential to strongly undermine the right to data protection in India\textsuperscript{179}.

In addition, the IT Act confers to the government a broad power to adopt regulations in order to specify its provisions\textsuperscript{180}. Therefore, the Information technology intermediary guidelines and digital media Ethics code rules (Rules 2021) were adopted in 2021\textsuperscript{181}. The Rules 2021 are aimed at combating harmful content online, including fake news and criminal content\textsuperscript{182}. They set obligations for social media intermediaries to implement privacy policies with specific due diligence standards and to remove certain types of content\textsuperscript{183}. It should be noted that the rules introduce further grounds for government access to personal data. Significant social media intermediaries which primarily provide messaging services are obliged to provide the identity of the “first originator”, being the first person sending a message\textsuperscript{184}. This is required by judicial order, in the context of prevention, detection, investigation, prosecution or punishment of an offence related to national security, public order, international relations and sexually explicit material or child pornography\textsuperscript{185}. In case the first originator is an individual located outside the territory of India, the originator of the information within the territory of India is considered to be the first originator in light of this provision\textsuperscript{186}. Similarly to the provisions contained in the IT Act, an intermediary refusing to comply with such an order faces criminal liability\textsuperscript{187}.

\textit{ii. The Aadhaar Act

In 2015, India adopted the “Digital India” programme, aiming to transform the country into a digitally empowered society via e-governance through digital means\textsuperscript{188}. As part of its programme, it introduced the ‘Aadhaar Unique Identification Number’ (Aadhaar Card), a national identification card system creating a biometric-based identity number to allow Indian citizens to access government benefits, subsidies and services\textsuperscript{189}. To further institutionalise this project, the Aadhaar Act was adopted in 2016\textsuperscript{190}. In order to obtain the Aadhaar card, citizens need to provide the government with a large amount of
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\textsuperscript{185} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{186} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{188} Digital India Programme, viewed on 1 June 2021, https://www.digitalindia.gov.in/.
\textsuperscript{189} Ibid.
personal data, including biometric and demographic data. The personal data linked to the Aadhaar Card are stored in a centralised database administered by a governmental agency appointed by the government, known as the Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI).

After the adoption of the Aadhaar Act, the Aadhaar number became the main source of identification for government bodies and private companies in a wide range of services. For example, the Aadhaar number was used to certify marriages, receive welfare and pension payments, open bank accounts, access mobile phone communications and file income tax returns. Furthermore, numerous provisions of the Aadhaar Card Act empower the UIDAI to adopt additional regulations about the collection of information under the scheme. For example, the UIDAI has the power to adapt the list of personal data to be collected under the Aadhaar scheme. Consequently, the agency has been given large discretion in setting policy matters related to the Aadhaar scheme.

The aforementioned Puttaswamy judgment also dealt with the alleged unconstitutionality of the Aadhaar Act and its mandatory nature for a large number of public and private services. Although the Supreme Court upheld its constitutionality, it overruled the mandatory nature of an Aadhaar number for non-welfare purposes and for the (entire) private sector. In the aftermath of the judgment, the Aadhaar and Other Laws (Amendment) Act was adopted in 2019. However, in the view of Indian experts, the amendment only partially complies with the judgment. In fact, while the Court stated that the Government should provide citizens with alternative means to the Aadhaar scheme in order to access public welfare services, the current legislative framework still allows the Indian Parliament to make the Aadhaar authentication mandatory for specific welfare schemes. Besides, the amendment of 2019 allows the Government to permit banking companies to perform authentication via the Aadhaar scheme, when necessary or expedient to do so in the context of the Indian anti-money laundering policy. However, there are no provisions defining the concepts of necessity and expediency. It can be held that the excessive vagueness requiring a governmental decision on the access to personal data represents a trend across Indian legislation.

The provisions under the Aadhaar Act are also relevant for foreigners, as it establishes that anyone who has resided in India for at least 182 days in the 12 months preceding the application is considered a resident. This means that any foreign individual applying to obtain an Aadhaar number will be included in the Aadhaar database. The Indian government will thus have access to their data in the event that a judicial order is issued by a High Court or by a high-ranking governmental officer empowered to
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do so by the Government for law enforcement/national security or any other purpose\textsuperscript{203}.

\subsection*{2.2.2.2 Conditions}

\textbf{i. The Information Technology Act (Section 43A and the IT Rules 2011)}

While the IT Act contains general provisions regarding the conditions for the processing of personal data, state conduct is exempt from these safeguards, leaving a legislative vacuum with regard to government access to personal data\textsuperscript{204}. In view of this, Section 43A of the IT Act should be discussed. This Article confers the power to the government to adopt regulations to implement the IT Act\textsuperscript{205}. In light of this delegated power, the Reasonable security practices and procedures and sensitive personal data or information rules (Rules 2011) were adopted\textsuperscript{206}. Both Section 43A and the Rules 2011 only apply to “body corporates”, being companies, firms and other associations of persons engaged in commercial or professional activities\textsuperscript{207}. According to the Rules 2011, sensitive personal data\textsuperscript{208} can only be collected and processed for a lawful purpose connected with a function or activity of the data collector in question, and if the collection is considered necessary for that purpose\textsuperscript{209}. Normally, “body corporates” are obliged to obtain consent from the provider of the information before disclosing personal information. However, consent is not required when governmental agencies make a written request to access data for the purpose of verification of identity, or for the prevention, detection or investigation of crimes\textsuperscript{210}. Such a provision is in line with the general exceptions provided under the IT Act, and enlarges the government powers, rather than limiting them. Furthermore, due to an explicit reference in the Aadhaar Act to the IT Act, biometric data collected under the Aadhaar scheme are also subject to Section 43A of the IT Act and the Rules 2011\textsuperscript{211}.

\textbf{i. The Information Technology Act (Section 69 and the IT Rules 2009)}

Section 69 of the IT Act gives the Indian government the power to adopt regulations establishing procedures and safeguards to be respected in the interception, monitoring or decryption of information activities. Based on this provision, the Information technology procedure and safeguards for
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  \item \textsuperscript{208} According to Section 3 of the IT Rules 2011, sensitive personal data or information are defined as “such personal information which consists of information relating to: i) password; ii) financial information such as Bank account or credit card or debit card or other payment instrument details; iii) physical, physiological and mental health condition; iv) sexual orientation; v) medical records and history; vi) biometric information; vii) any detail relating to the above clauses as provided to body corporate for providing service; and viii) any of the information received under above clauses by body corporate for processing, stored or processed under lawful contract or otherwise.” viewed on 6 June 2021, भारत ल- खेड़ 3(10) भारत का राजपत्र - असाधारण 7 (meity.gov.in).
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interception, monitoring and decryption of information rules (Rules 2009) were adopted\textsuperscript{212}. According to the Rules 2009, the competence to issue an order under Section 69 lies with the Secretary in the Ministry of Home Affairs (in case of the Central Government) and with the Secretary in charge of the Home Department (in case of a local government)\textsuperscript{213}. However, in case of unavoidable circumstances or emergencies, the order may be issued by senior officers of security or law enforcement agencies. In such cases, an \textit{ex-ante} or \textit{ex post} authorisation is due by the competent authority\textsuperscript{214}. The order of the government and the reasons behind it are required to be in written format\textsuperscript{215}. Besides, the Rules 2009 set a last resort principle, as Section 69 should only be used if no alternative means are available\textsuperscript{216}. Such a direction should not exceed 60 days from its issue. However, the government may renew the order for a total period of 180 days\textsuperscript{217}. The Rules 2009 also establish that the records pertaining to the interception, monitoring or decryption activities should be destroyed every six months from the governmental agency having access to the information, while the intermediaries have a period of two months to destroy such information\textsuperscript{218}. However, the IT Act imposes an obligation on the intermediaries to preserve and retain the information for a period as prescribed by the central government\textsuperscript{219}.

Finally, while a general prohibition of disclosure of the intercepted information is established under the Rules 2009, the governmental agencies are allowed to share this information with other security agencies for the purpose of investigation of crimes or in judicial proceedings\textsuperscript{220}. As regards the intermediaries, the principles of secrecy and confidentiality are normally applicable although these principles are exempted when the recipient is a security agency\textsuperscript{221}.

\textbf{iii. The Aadhaar Act}

Chapter VI of the Aadhaar Act is explicitly dedicated to the protection of information of individuals, containing general principles and conditions for handling personal data. A general obligation of security and confidentiality lies with the UIDAI, this organisation is prohibited to reveal any information collected under the Act during its service or thereafter\textsuperscript{222}. In addition, a principle of purpose limitation
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and confidentiality specifically applies to the use of core biometric information. Such information cannot be shared with anyone for any reason, and cannot be used for any purpose other than the generation of Aadhaar numbers and consequent authentication under the Act. Further, identity information other than core biometric information may be shared in accordance with the provisions of the Act and in accordance with the provisions of the regulations adopted by the government. After all, a wide level of discretion lies with the government in the decision of disclosing this type of information. Similarly, other data of the Aadhaar number holders, including the demographic information, may be published, displayed, or posted publicly for purposes specified in the regulations adopted by the government. Finally, the principle of confidentiality enjoys a general exception, as any information, including biometrics, may be disclosed on the ground of national security, pursuant to a direction of an officer specially authorised by the government. It specifies that the UIDAI may reveal identity information, authentication records, or any information, following a court order by a District Judge or higher. The Act also allows disclosures in the interest of national security, at the direction of a Joint Secretary to the Government of India or an officer of a higher rank, authorised for this purpose. The Act does not cover the issue of obtaining individuals’ consent under these exceptions.

2.2.2.3 Oversight

i. The Review Committee (Telegraph Rules 1951)

The issues around the lack of an oversight mechanism in relation to governmental access to personal data are specifically addressed in the Report on Data Protection drafted by the Committee of Experts appointed by the government in 2017. Due to the criticisms expressed by both the Committee and the Supreme Court of India in the Puttaswamy judgment, the necessity to build an oversight mechanism was an important point of attention in the drafting of the PDP Bill (See section 2.2.4: Upcoming changes in legislation).

Under the IT Act, a Review Committee in charge of reviewing interception orders can be set up. The Review Committee consists of the Cabinet Secretary, the Secretary to the Government of India in the Department of Legal Affairs and the Secretary to the Government of India in the Department of Telecommunications. The Report on Data Protection points out how the Committee is supposed to deal with an enormous number of orders every month, while only meeting once per month. It also underlines how the only review of the executive power is not in line with the review of legal systems of
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other democratic nations. The lack of oversight, along with the issues around the independency of a governmental body overseeing governmental decisions, was also criticised by local experts 232.

ii. The Oversight Committee (the Aadhaar Act)

In relation to the Aadhaar Act, the Puttaswamy judgment can be mentioned once more. While the Supreme Court of India upheld its constitutionality, the notorious dissenting opinion of Justice Chandrachud expressed various concerns 233. The distinguished justice argued that the UIDAI lacked an accountability mechanism. Also, the Aadhaar Act did not establish an independent monitoring authority to oversee the collection of personal data under the Aadhaar scheme 234. However, according to Section 33 of the Aadhaar Act, every decision made by the government to disclose personal information on grounds of national security should be reviewed by an Oversight Committee. Such a committee should consist of the Cabinet Secretary, the Secretary to the government of India in the Department of Legal Affairs and the Secretary to the Government of India in the Department of Electronics and Information Technology 235. Notwithstanding the indication of the Supreme Court of India to limit the discretional power of the executive authorities in disclosing such information and to add a judicial scrutiny in the context of the provision, these concerns were not addressed in the latest amendments to the Aadhaar Act 236.

2.2.3 Data subject rights

2.2.3.1 Conditions

The Information Technology Act

The Rules 2011 divided personal information for the IT Act into two broad categories, being ‘personal data’ and ‘sensitive personal data’ 237. Personal data is defined as “any information that relates to a natural person, which, either directly or indirectly, in combination with other information available or likely to be available with a body corporate, is capable of identifying such person” 238. Sensitive personal information is information relating to (i) password; (ii) financial information such as bank account or credit card or debit card or other payment instrument details; (iii) physical, physiological and mental health condition; (iv) sexual orientation; (v) medical records and history; (vi) biometric information 239.

In relation to the IT Act and Rules 2011, a “body corporate” or any person who processes personal information on behalf of the “body corporate” should provide a privacy policy 240. Furthermore, the Rules
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232 According to an internal interview with a local expert.
236 Software Freedom Law Center, 1 August 2019, “What has been changed in the Aadhaar Amendment Bill?”, viewed on 15 July 2021, https://sflc.in/what-has-been-changed-aadhaar-amendment‐bill.
238 Section 2(1)(i) of the Information Technology (Reasonable Security Practices and Procedures and Sensitive Personal Data or Information) Rules 2011, viewed on 6 June 2021, भारत II- संपूर्ण 3(i) भारत का राजनैतिक : अंगाधिकरण 7 (meity.gov.in).
239 Section 3 of the Information Technology (Reasonable Security Practices and Procedures and Sensitive Personal Data or Information) Rules 2011, viewed on 6 June 2021, भारत II- संपूर्ण 3(i) भारत का राजनैतिक : अंगाधिकरण 7 (meity.gov.in).
240 This privacy policy should serve to protect the personal information that is provided, and the provider of such information should be able to review the policy. The privacy policy is required to be made available on the website of the corporate body and should provide for: (i) clear and accessible statements relating to its practices and policies; (ii) the type of personal
information or sensitive personal data or information that is being collected; (iii) the purpose of collecting and using of such information; (iv) the instances in which disclosure of such information may be made under the Rules; and (v) reasonable security practices and procedures required under the Rules.

241 Section 5(3) of the Information Technology (Reasonable Security Practices and Procedures and Sensitive Personal Data or Information) Rules 2011, viewed on 6 June 2021, [भारत इन्फोर्मेशन टेक्नोलॉजी (सामान्य उपचार के लिए प्रतिबंधित वेबसाइट के अंतर्गत प्रदान की जा सकने वाली वैश्विक यूजर्स के लिए बाल अधिकृत) नियम 2011 (मीटी गव्य.इन)].

242 Ibid.

243 Section 5(4) of the Information Technology (Reasonable Security Practices and Procedures and Sensitive Personal Data or Information) Rules 2011, viewed on 6 June 2021, [भारत इन्फोर्मेशन टेक्नोलॉजी (सामान्य उपचार के लिए प्रतिबंधित वेबसाइट के अंतर्गत प्रदान की जा सकने वाली वैश्विक यूजर्स के लिए बाल अधिकृत) नियम 2011 (मीटी गव्य.इन)].


245 Ibid.

246 Section 5(6) of the Information Technology (Reasonable Security Practices and Procedures and Sensitive Personal Data or Information) Rules 2011, viewed on 7 June 2021, [भारत इन्फोर्मेशन टेक्नोलॉजी (सामान्य उपचार के लिए प्रतिबंधित वेबसाइट के अंतर्गत प्रदान की जा सकने वाली वैश्विक यूजर्स के लिए बाल अधिकृत) नियम 2011 (मीटी गव्य.इन)].

247 Ibid.

248 Section 43A IT Act.

249 The Supreme Court of India has held that anonymity of victims must be maintained as far as possible in cases involving sexual offence (State of Punjab vs Gurmit Singh). The Karnataka High Court, in a recent decision, has recognised that certain information can be erased in sensitive cases involving rape, or affecting the modesty and reputation of the person concerned. However, other high courts have taken a different view in this regard. For example, the Gujarat High Court has rejected a plea to restrain public exhibition of a judgment on public sources (Dharmraj Bhanushankar Dave v. State of Gujarat).

250 According to an internal interview with a local expert.


ii. The Aadhaar Act

The Aadhaar Act mentions similar elements as the Rules 2011. It states that individuals need to be informed about the manner in which the information shall be used and to whom the data might be shared251. In addition, the right to access information is also mentioned252. Interestingly, access to core
biometric information is excluded from this right. Finally, information collected under the Aadhaar scheme may only be disclosed in case prior consent of the data subject is given.

2.2.3.2 Redress mechanisms

i. The Information Technology Act

The IT Act contains a chapter on punishments when personal data have been breached. However, the only option to seek damages in case of a breach of personal data is provided by Section 43A. According to this provision, “body corporates” have an obligation to compensate the individuals when they fail to implement reasonable security practices and procedures in order to protect sensitive personal data, thus causing a wrongful loss or gain to any person. As held before, the State and governmental bodies are not included in the definition of “body corporate”. However, a form of liability of the State might be envisaged in a broad interpretation of Section 45, setting a residual penalty for whoever contravenes any rules or regulations of which no penalty has been separately provided. Nonetheless, the question of tortious acts committed by government servants in relation to their employment under the IT Act has not yet been addressed by the Indian judicial authorities.

Furthermore, the IT Act provides that an adjudicating officer, appointed by the Government, is competent in adjudicating any controversy arising under the provisions of the IT Act. According to Indian experts, while the body is supposed to be independent, concerns arise from the fact that the appointment by the Government may impair such independency. Besides, the IT Act states that no lawsuits, prosecution, or other legal proceeding may be initiated against the government or any person acting on behalf of it, when the action is carried out in good faith or intended to be done in pursuance of the IT Act or any regulation adopted on its basis. Governmental officers generally benefit from this protection under Indian law, and the burden of proof in such cases lays on the petitioner, reducing the effectiveness of the redress mechanism.

ii. The Aadhaar Act

The Aadhaar Act also contains a chapter on offences and penalties. Before the Puttaswamy judgment, the judicial authority could take cognisance of a complaint only where it was raised by UIDAI or an officer authorised by it. However, after the judgment, the Aadhaar Act was amended to allow the

---

253 Under the Aadhaar Act, “biometric information” is defined as photograph, finger print, iris scan, or any other biological attribute of an individual as specified in the regulations adopted by the Government to implement the legislation.
260 According to an internal interview with a local expert.
262 According to an internal interview with a local expert.
264 Software Freedom Law Center, 1 August 2019, What has been changed in the Aadhaar Amendment Bill?, viewed on 15 July 2021, https://sflc.in/what-has-been-changed-aadhaar-amendment-bill.
courts to receive any kind of complaint made by Aadhaar number holders\textsuperscript{265}, including complaints against data processing carried out by public authorities, such as the UIDAI.

### 2.2.4 Upcoming changes in legislation

Besides the exceptions related to national security, the PDP Bill also provides exemptions from its provisions where personal data are processed in the context of prevention, detection and investigation and prosecution of any offence or any contravention under Indian law\textsuperscript{266}. Moreover, a specific provision is dedicated to the processing of personal data of individuals located outside the territory of India. Based on the PDP Bill, the government will be able to exempt any data processor where the processing of personal data of subjects not within the territory of India is carried out pursuant to any contract stipulated between an individual or company incorporated outside India and any data processor incorporated under Indian law\textsuperscript{267}. The extent of the provision remains unclear, due to the ongoing legislative process. However, the obligations on private entities to provide access to personal data at the request of the government are already extensive in Indian legislation. One potential effect of this provision could be the possibility for the government to exempt private entities from their obligations in respect of foreign data subjects in cases where the government requires access to their personal information. As there are no specific grounds needed for a government decision to provide for such exemptions, it could impact any foreigner whose personal data are processed by Indian entities.

In general, the exceptions provided by the proposed PDP Bill are in line with the already existing approach about government access to personal data, and have raised some criticism from digital rights’ organisations, due to the vague phrasing and lack of more specific requirements and safeguards\textsuperscript{268}.

Furthermore, the PDP Bill contains a Chapter dedicated to the establishment of a Personal Data Protection Authority\textsuperscript{269}. The Authority should have the function to protect the interests of data subjects and should help with the enforcement of the PDP Bill. However, the independence of the body to be created under the proposal has been put in question by fundamental rights’ organisations and data protection experts\textsuperscript{270}. This is based on the fact that the Selection Committee entitled to appoint the members of the Authority would include only members of the government, possibly infringing its independence\textsuperscript{271}.

### 2.2.5 Intermediary conclusion

The below grid summarises the content of the main Indian laws regulating the government access to personal data.

The first subsections investigate the situation in India regarding human rights and fundamental freedoms, in particular the right to privacy. It may be argued that the right to privacy was only recently recognised as a fundamental right in India, thanks to the Indian Supreme Court. In close connection, also the right to personal data has received more attention in recent times. However, the Indian government has a track record of infringing both rights extensively. As many human rights’ organisations pointed out, the general situation regarding the right to privacy, as well as human rights

\textsuperscript{265} Ibid.  
\textsuperscript{266} Section 36 of Personal Data Protection Bill, viewed on 27 July 2021, http://164.100.47.4/BillsTexts/LSBillTexts/Asintroduced/373_2019_LS_Eng.pdf.  
\textsuperscript{270} According to an internal interview with a local expert.  
in general, may be largely improved.

The study of relevant Indian laws regulating purposes and conditions for the government access to personal data reveals that the existing guarantees of the right to privacy do not apply to the conduct of the State, leaving a worrying legislative vacuum in this area. The Indian legislation provides for widespread exemptions for governmental access to personal data with little or no guarantees for the data subjects. The grounds justifying such access to personal data are often very broad and vague concepts. In particular, the concept of ‘national security’, due to its broad phrasing and the absence of provisions narrowing down the meaning, leaves a significant level of discretion to the government in assessing when an intrusion into personal data is necessary to preserve national security interests. Moreover, the information to which the government may have access based on these exceptions includes all data stored on the Indian territory. In other words, the intrusion can also involve personal data of people in the EU. While the governmental access should meet some conditions, the oversight mechanisms on the enforcement of such conditions are not transparent and there is little evidence that they are fulfilled. As regards the bodies overseeing the respect of these conditions by the government, their independence from the executive is questionable.

In relation to data subjects’ rights, it can be argued that their recognition is rather limited, due to the non-applicability to the government of most of the relevant provisions. In relation to remedies it can be held that, only in a few cases, it is possible for civilians to have access to a redress mechanism. In case of an infringement, the government itself remains mostly impenetrable. In the future, no additional protection for personal data seems to be upheld. While the draft PDP Bill explicitly recognises its applicability to the State, it also includes several exemptions from most of the provisions of the Bill, when governmental agencies process personal data for purposes related to national security or the fighting of crime.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laws/ Features</th>
<th>Scope of Government Access</th>
<th>Oversight</th>
<th>Remedy/Data Subjects’ Rights:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IT Act</td>
<td>Access to any computer source and collect any information contained in it, where it is deemed necessary or expedient to do so on various grounds related to interests of national security and the prevention of crimes. Allowance to the government to authorise any agency to monitor and collect any traffic data and information in any computer sources, based on the ground of enhancing national cybersecurity.</td>
<td>Internal oversight (Review Committee based on the Telegraph Rules 1951)</td>
<td>No rights against governmental body.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT Rules 2021</td>
<td>Significant social media intermediaries primarily providing messaging services are obliged to provide the identity of the “first originator”, namely the first person to send a message, upon judicial order, in the context of prevention, detection, investigation, prosecution or punishment of an offence related to national security, public order, international relations and sexually explicit material or child pornography.</td>
<td>Judicial decision</td>
<td>Right to access information: based on this right, the data subject can correct or update any inaccurate or incorrect information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aadhaar Act</td>
<td>Allowing government access to personal data in numerous circumstances. Numerous provisions empower the government to exercise a delegated power and adopt regulations to implement the Aadhaar Card Act.</td>
<td>Internal oversight (Oversight committee)</td>
<td>Possible to complain before court; Right of access to information (but biometric information excluded); Information collected under the Aadhaar scheme may only be disclosed if prior consent is given.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDP Bill (future legislation)</td>
<td>Any governmental agency can be exempted from the application of all or any of the provisions of the Bill when processing personal data. The Bill also provides a general exemption to most of the provisions in the context of prevention, detection and investigation and prosecution of any offence or any contravention under Indian law.</td>
<td>External oversight (PDP Authority)</td>
<td>Compensation from data fiduciary or data processor. Explicit consent needed; Specific rights for children and employees; Right to data portability; Right to be forgotten.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 RUSSIA

2.3.1 Rule of law, respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms

2.3.1.1 Context

The Russian Federation adopted its current Constitution in 1993\(^{272}\), taking inspiration from Western Constitutional traditions and including internationally recognised democratic values and human rights\(^{273}\). According to the Constitution, Russia is “a democratic federative law-governed state”, with its supreme value being the freedom and rights of individuals\(^{274}\). It grants basic human rights and freedoms to its citizens, which are recognised and guaranteed in line with “universally recognised principles and norms of international law and this Constitution”\(^{275}\).

Nevertheless, in 2020, after the widely discussed *Zakharov v. Russia* case, the Constitution was amended, turning Russia further away from a democratic pathway\(^{276}\). The amendments removed the time-limit of the presidential term and, in general, further strengthened the position of the government. The independence of the judicial branch was also affected as the Constitutional Court (CC) lost its power to appoint the Head of the CC. Also, the Russian president now has the power to force the resignation of the president of the CC. Due to these changes, the highest court risks becoming more politicised. Simultaneously, the CC has been given power to evaluate whether judgments of international courts are


\(^{274}\) Articles 1 and 2 of the Russian Constitution.

\(^{275}\) Article 17 of the Constitution.

\(^{276}\) It can be noted, however, that much of the international criticism, case law and other non-democratic actions have taken place before the formal change of the Constitution.
compatible with the Russian Constitution. De facto, this allows the CC to invalidate international judgments and hinder their implementation in Russia. Nevertheless, the jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) is not categorically dismissed and case law of the ECtHR remains to be cited by Russian courts and formally remains part of Russian law.

Currently, Articles 23 and 24 of the Russian Constitution guarantee the right to privacy and personal data. The relevant Articles of the Russian Constitution and of the EU-Charter are formulated using similar wording, but are not identical. Article 8 of the EU-Charter includes the supervision of independent authorities for compliance, whereas the Russian Constitution mentions the possibility to limit the right to privacy based on a “court order.” In addition, the EU-Charter is more inclusive and comprehensive whereas the Russian legislation is more detailed and potentially provides more possibilities for derogations by giving more autonomy to executive and security agencies.

In terms of international obligations, Russia has signed and ratified the European Convention of Human Rights (ECtHR), the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data (Convention 108), the updated Convention 108+ on protection of individuals with regard to the Processing of Personal Data (Convention 108+) as well as the UN’s International

---


278 Russia has already done this with regard to the case Anchugov and Gladkov v Russia. The Constitutional Court in that case found that the implementation thereof was “impossible”. As stated on p. 38-39 of judgement No. 12- /2016: “To recognize execution in accordance with the Constitution of the Russian Federation [...], of the Judgment of the European Court of Human Rights of 4 July 2013 in the case of Anchugov and Gladkov v. Russia (applications nos. 11157/04 and 15162/05), [...] contemplating making amendments to Russia’s legislation (and thereby alteration of the judicial practice based on it), which would allow to restrict in electoral rights not all convicted persons serving a sentence in places of deprivation of liberty under a court sentence, - as impossible, so far as the prescription of Article 32 (Section 3) of the 39 Constitution of the Russian Federation, having supremacy and supreme legal force in Russia’s legal system [...].”. The enforcement is discussed in detail in an EJI blogpost, noting that the case was closed by the Council of Europe (CoE), but that questions remains regarding the actual enforcement of the judgement, see https://www.ejiltalk.org/case-closed-but-what-about-the-execution-of-the-judgment-. Anchugov and Gladkov v. Russia, App no 11157/04 and 15162/05, ECtHR 4 July 2013, discussed in Kalinichenko and Kochenov, 2020, “Amendments to the 1993 Constitution of the Russian Federation Concerning International Law. See also: Judgment of 19 April 2016 No. 12- /2016, http://www.ksrf.ru/en/Decision/Judgments/Documents/2016_April_19_12-P.pdf.


280 Article 8(3) of the EU-Charter.

281 Article 23 (2) of the Russian Constitution.

282 Article 7 of the EU-Charter: “Everyone has the right to respect for his or her private and family life, home and communications.” and Article 8: “Everyone has the right to the protection of personal data concerning him or her. 2. Such data must be processed fairly for specified purposes and on the basis of the consent of the person concerned or some other legitimate basis laid down by law. Everyone has the right of access to data which has been collected concerning him or her, and the right to have it rectified. 3. Compliance with these rules shall be subject to control by an independent authority.”

283 Article 23 of the Russian Constitution: “1. Everyone shall have the right to the inviolability of his (her) private life, personal and family privacy, and protection of his (her) honour and good name. 2. Everyone shall have the right to privacy of correspondence, of telephone conversations and of postal, telegraph and other communications. This right may be limited only on the basis of a court order.” and Article 24: “1. Collecting, keeping, using and disseminating information about the private life of a person shall not be permitted without his (her) consent. 2. State government bodies and local self-government bodies and their officials shall be obliged to provide everyone with access to documents and materials directly affecting his (her) rights and freedoms, unless otherwise envisaged by law.”

284 https://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/search-on-states/-conventions/treaty/005.

285 The purpose of Convention 108(+) is to protect individuals “with regard to their processing of personal data, thereby contributing to the protection of human rights and freedoms, and in particular the right to privacy.”. Article 1, Convention 108 +, Convention for the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data, https://rm.coe.int/convention-108-convention-for-the-protection-of-individuals-with-regar/16808b36f1, https://www.coe.int/en/web/data-protection/russia.
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. By signing and ratifying the above documents, Russia commits to the protection of human rights, including the right to privacy and data protection in particular.

2.3.1.2 General findings of international organisations

In general, human rights are often violated in Russia. Russia has the second most registered violations of human rights, with a total of 2,724 judgments of the ECtHR in the period 1959-2020. An EU report highlighted the fact that although human and fundamental rights are enshrined in the Russian Constitution, a “systematic crackdown” thereof is the reality. At the end of 2020, 13,650 applications against Russia to the ECtHR were pending. Russia has been found to have violated the right to respect for private and family life 106 times by the ECtHR during the period 1959-2020. In light of this, the EU has condemned the human rights’ situation in Russia and subjected the country to sanctions. In February 2021, the European Council agreed on developing further restrictive measures in response to the serious violations of human rights in Russia.

In addition, the country is repeatedly criticised for not complying with the ECHR. The cases Zakharov v. Russia and Shimovolos v. Russia can be discussed as two highly relevant examples of Russia’s incompatibility with international data protection law. Both cases show that the Russian data protection legislation did not meet the requirements of Article 8 of the ECHR.

In relation to the Roman Zakharov v. Russia case, the applicant claimed that the mere existence of

287 Russia has been found to violate the right to life (Article 2 ECHR) 330 times, the right to inhumane or degrading treatment (Article 3 ECHR) 916 times, the right to liberty and security (Article 5 ECHR) 1,203 times, the right to a fair trial (Article 6 ECHR) 935 times, right to respect for private and family life (Article 8 ECHR) 244 times, freedom of expression (Article 10 ECHR) 95 times and the right to an effective remedy (Article 13 ECHR) 660 times. Other important rights are for example freedom of thought, conscience and religion (Article 9 ECHR): 11 times, freedom of assembly and association (Article 11 ECHR): 68 times, prohibition of discrimination (Article 14 ECHR): 22 times. All statistics are from the CoE, viewed 11 May 2021.
288 See Statistics of the CoE: https://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Stats_violation_1959_2020_ENG.pdf. As a comparison, Turkey has been found violating the ECHR in 3309 judgements during the same period.
296 ECtHR, Roman Zakharov v. Russia, App. No. 47143/06, 4 December 2015.
297 ECtHR, Shimovolos v. Russia, App. No. 30194/09.
Russian legislation allowing interception of mobile-phone communications and the risk of being subject to interception by Russian public authorities interfered with his rights. Although the right to privacy can be limited, the ECtHR confirmed that, in this case, the legislation did constitute secret surveillance under which any person using mobile-telephone services of Russian providers could have his/her mobile-telephone communications intercepted. This without ever being notified of the surveillance. Furthermore, the ECtHR held that no effective remedies were provided. Also, the Operational Search Activities Act (OSAA) allowed courts to grant interceptions in a general manner, not specifying the specific persons or telephone numbers to be intercepted. In urgent cases, interception was possible without prior authorisation for up to 48 hours. The ECtHR also found further shortcomings in the supervisory arrangements.

In relation to the Shimovolos v. Russia case, the applicant had been registered as a “human rights activist” in the Russian Surveillance Database. As a result, the applicant became subject to identity checks and questioning during travels. In this case, the ECtHR concluded that registering names in the Surveillance Database, collecting information about a person’s movements and storing this data concerned an interference with the right to private life. The ECtHR also concluded that the Russian legislation creating the Surveillance Database, and the maintenance thereof was not publicly accessible. In addition, no safeguards against abuse were available.

In 2014, the UN General Assembly published the report of the Special Rapporteur on the independence of judges and lawyers. In relation to Russia, the report raised concerns on “improper influence, interference and pressure” being put on the judiciary, affecting the role of the courts to fulfil their “role as guardians of the rule of law.” Concerns also related to attempts made by State authorities and private actors to control the judicial processes, the appointment procedures and the independence of the judicial.

Further, in 2015, the United Nations Human Rights Council (HRC) adopted Concluding observations on the enjoyment of human rights in Russia. The HRC’s observations comprise a set of concerns related to, for example, discrimination, racial profiling (including e.g. harassment, arrests, detentions and physical abuse), the independence of the judiciary and harassment, violence and killing of...
lawyers, journalists, human rights defenders and opposition politicians, developments affecting the freedom of expression and dissenting political opinions and freedom of association. More recently, during the 46th session of the HRC, a statement of 84 different Russian and international organisations was issued. It urged the members of the HRC to take action against the human rights situation in Russia. The statement also criticises the Foreign Agents Law, which requires organisations engaging in political activity and receiving funding from abroad to register as foreign agents. According to the statement, the law defines “political activity” broadly, which allows the authorities to identify human rights’ organisations, media and individual journalists and bloggers as foreign agents.

In addition, other international organisations such as Human Rights Watch, Human Rights House Foundation and Amnesty International noted the declination of freedom of expression online and offline, as well as media freedoms. Already in 2020, Human Rights Watch warned about a Russian bill which would give the authorities the power to block websites which filter Russian state media content, such as Facebook, Twitter and Youtube. The organisation held that the law was used to obstruct human rights’ organisations, or so called “undesirable” organisations. Similar reports on the use of legislation to cause disturbance to human rights’ organisations are also published by Amnesty International. In its Annual Report for 2020, Amnesty International referred to the so-called “fake news” act, which criminalises spreading (knowingly) false information about circumstances which poses a threat to the lives and security of individuals, or about the government’s actions to protect the population. However, this law was used against journalists, civil activists and bloggers.

When it comes to organisations specialised in privacy and data protection rights, Privacy International has raised concerns about surveillance tendencies in Russia, especially in relation to COVID-19 tracking and facial recognition. Finally, the organisation Agora noted that Russian policing institutions’

316 Ibid, point 18.
317 Ibid, point 19.
318 Ibid, point 22.
319 See for example https://humanrightshouse.org/statements/hrc46-statement-on-russia/.
331 Ibid.
practices include the collection of online information on activists and protesters, information which is subsequently referred to in public documents. This is also referred to as “online surveillance”\textsuperscript{333}.

2.3.2 Government access to personal data

2.3.2.1 Purposes

i. General

Different grounds exist for the access to personal data by Russian authorities. These include cases of personal data processing carried out for the purposes of defence, security, countering terrorism, transport security, combating corruption, operational investigative activities, enforcement proceedings, and the penal legislation of the Russian Federation. Russian authorities are also allowed to process special categories of personal data (ethnicity, race, political and religious beliefs, sexual life) for one of the above-mentioned purposes. Another general policy objective which has been given to justify intrusive provisions, is the digital sovereignty of Russia\textsuperscript{334}.

ii. The Personal Data Law

The Federal Law No. 152-FZ (the Personal Data Law)\textsuperscript{335} is the principal data protection law in Russia. The wording of the Personal Data Law is similar to that of the GDPR. Personal Data Law is also applicable to the processing of personal data for law enforcement purposes. ‘Personal data’ is defined as any information related to a directly or indirectly identified or identifiable natural person (data subject)\textsuperscript{336}. An operator is a state body, a municipal body, a legal entity or an individual, independently or jointly with other persons organising and/or carrying out the processing of personal data, determining the purposes of processing, the composition of personal data to be processed, and the actions performed with personal data\textsuperscript{337}.

According to the law, processing of personal data is any action or set of actions performed with the use of automation tools or without the use of such tools with personal data, including collection, recording, systematisation, accumulation, storage, clarification (update, change), extraction, use, transfer (distribution, provision, access), depersonalisation, blocking, deletion, destruction of personal data\textsuperscript{338}.

The data subject decides whether or not to provide consent to the processing of their personal data. However, the Personal Data Law contains a provision on data subjects’ obligatory consent to processing of their personal data in order to “protect the foundations of the constitutional order, morality, health, rights and legitimate interests of others, to ensure the defence of the country and the security of the State”\textsuperscript{339}.

State bodies, the Bank of Russia and local self-government bodies may, within the limits of their powers, adopt normative legal acts and regulations on certain issues related to the processing of personal data. Such acts can establish restrictions on the activities of operators or can impose obligations on operators not provided for by federal laws. However, such acts cannot contain provisions restricting the rights of...

\textsuperscript{333} Privacy International on Telegram and censorship, \url{https://privacyinternational.org/long-read/2026/telegram-russia-compliance-and-complicity-russian-governments-attack-privacy}, \url{https://files.inclo.net/content/pdf/20/spying-on-dissent-Report_EN.pdf}.


\textsuperscript{336} Article 3(1) of the Personal Data Law.

\textsuperscript{337} Article 3(2) of the Personal Data Law.

\textsuperscript{338} Article 3(3) of the Personal Data Law.

\textsuperscript{339} Article 9 of the Personal Data Law.
personal data subjects. Also, such acts are subject to official publication. To be complete, it can be held that the Personal Data Law does not apply to:

The processing of personal data by individuals solely for personal and family needs, if this does not violate the rights of subjects of personal data;
The organisation of storage, acquisition, accounting and use of documents containing personal data from the Archival Fund of the Russian Federation and other archival documents in accordance with the legislation on archiving in the Russian Federation;
The processing of personal data classified in the prescribed manner as information constituting a state secret.

iii. The Data Protection Act

The Russian Federal Law No. 149-FZ on Information, information technologies and data protection (Data Protection Act) regulates legal relations arising from (i) the exercise of the right to search, receive, transfer, produce and disseminate information; (ii) the use of information technology; (iii) the protection of information. The Data Protection Act requires that controllers notify the Roskomnadzor, the Russian federal watchdog responsible for monitoring, controlling and regulating mass media, communications, information technology, and processing of personal data, prior to the processing of personal data.

iv. The Data Localisation Law

One important component affecting the level of data protection in Russia relates to provisions on localisation of personal data. The so-called Data Localisation Law (Law No. 242-FZ) is a federal law, which amended the Data Protection Act. The core of this amendment consisted of obligations for operators to make sure that recoding, systematisation, accumulation, storage, refining and retrieving of personal data would be carried out on the territory of the Russian Federation. The Data Localisation Law is a good example of a piece of legislation, which is introduced with reference to the rights and safety of individuals (and national security) as its objective, but which has extensive effects on privacy and transfers of personal data.

The geographical dimension of the law prescribes that the relevant databases for the processing shall be located on Russian territory. Further, whereas the retention obligation concerns personal data of Russian citizens, it targets both Russian companies which may be storing data abroad, as well as foreign operators which are active in Russia, e.g. by providing services to Russian customers. Operators must ensure that information on the physical localisation of the servers are available.

The law is based on the motivation that data relating to internet activities of individuals with foreign services, where the data is processed outside Russia, could present a threat to individuals and to national
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v. **The federal law on counter-terrorism**

In March 2006, Federal Law No. 35-FZ on counter-terrorism was adopted. The law was amended in 2016 and is often referred to as the “Yarovaya law” or “Yarovaya package.” The “package” consisted of two laws, which amended the Law on combating terrorism and the Criminal Code of Russian Federation, respectively. The main amendments included the introduction of three new types of criminal offences in the Criminal Code, being (i) failure to report a terrorist crime, (ii) assistance to extremist activities and (iii) the commission of an act of international terrorism. In addition, the amendments created an obligation for telecom operators to store calls and messages (including pictures, videos and audio recordings) of subscribers for a period of up to six months. Also, telecom operators were obliged to store ‘information about subscribers’ messages’ for a period of up to three years and one year for Internet-based messenger services (‘organisers of data distributions on the Internet’). Further, telecom operators now have to store extensive information on users such as mobile phone number, IMSI, CDMA, login, IP address, email, PIN code, full name, national ID data. Finally, internet-based messenger service operators are obliged to provide data on decoding (unencrypting) users’ messages to local divisions of Federal Security Service of Russian Federation (FSB).

By a Decree of the Ministry of Communications in October 2018, a requirement was introduced, requiring data distribution organisers (operators) to provide the technical means to allow search, processing, and transfer of stored data to the FSB. Roskomnadzor holds a list of the data distribution organisers, including among others, email services, and Russian social media operators. If operators do not comply with this requirement, their services can be blocked in Russia. This can be compared to requirements of access schemes allowing access to personal data for intelligence agencies in the EU. In Russia, a telecom or internet operator is obliged by law to install software and hardware (also called SORM, System for Operative Investigative Activities) which allows the FSB to simply enter the system and access the personal data in the system. Since the operator does not need to be notified, a court order regarding the access is only visible for the relevant FSB agents and their supervision. Scholars also stress that the intrusiveness of this system is further enhanced by the “subordination of courts” to services like the FSB and the rule of law issues in Russia.

If considering the functioning of the Yarovaya law, the interference with fundamental rights does not seem to be limited to what is strictly necessary, especially in light of the Zakharov-criteria of the ECtHR. The law has been challenged by the popular communication services provider Telegram in a renowned case, where implementation of the Yarovaya law was refused, as a protest and attempt to protect the rights of its users. Telegram was fined for its refusal to hand over encryption key to the FSB and in April 2018 a decision was adopted authorising Roskomnadzor to block the services of Telegram. Further, Telegram lost the subsequent appeal in the Supreme Court of Russia in 2019. Eventually Roskomnadzor
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allowed the functioning of Telegram in Russia, but the decision of Tagansky district court formally remains in force. Nevertheless, it should be noted, that the Roskomnadzor has not been able to enforce the legislation effectively in relation to a handful of West-based companies such as Google, Twitter and Telegram.

2.3.2.2 Conditions

The FSB has a wide range of rules and criterions establishing government access to personal data, as has been explained above with regard to the Yarovaya law. However, the Russian access regime seems to be lacking specific and transparent criteria, which would fulfil the criterion of necessity and proportionality as described in the EU-Charter. As has been explained above, based on the Yarovaya law, operators are obliged to install software which allows the FSB to directly access the data stored by the operators. This access is direct and general, as it is not limited to certain data. This can be done without notifying the data controller or the data subject. Even though a court order system exists, a court order will only be visible to the FSB. The fact that not the data controller nor the data subject will be notified, deprives those of their right to challenge the lawfulness of the access. This lack of restrictions, oversight and possibility for redress do not seem to fulfil the criteria set in Zakharov, nor by the EU-Charter.

In 2019, the Supreme Court of Russia confirmed the legality of permanent remote access for the FSB and Ministry of Internal Affairs of Russia to the databases of communications providers containing personal data. Such access does not require an additional court order or other form of authorisation.

In June 2021, the Gosudarstvennaia Duma (Parliament) amended the Law “On Communications” of the Russian Federation to allow the Roskomnadzor to directly access personal data stored in the databases of communications providers without a court order. The system of court oversight for such access existed prior to the June 2021 amendments.

The Federal Service for Technical and Export Control (FSTEC) is an executive agency dealing with counter-intelligence and information security. While the FSTEC is involved in developing standards and rules for information protection using encryption, the FSB stores the encryption keys used by communication service providers to encrypt messages and personal data.

2.3.2.3 Oversight

Both the Roskomnadzor and the FSB ensure, organise and exercise state control and supervision over the compliance of the processing of personal data with the requirements of the Personal Data Law and regulatory legal acts adopted in accordance with it. The Personal Data Law lists the following supervisory functions of the Roskomnadzor:

- Handle requests from individuals or legal entities in order to obtain information necessary for the exercise of their powers, and receive such information free of charge;
- Carry out verification of the information contained in the notification on the processing of personal data, or ask other state bodies to carry out such verification within the limits of their authority;
- Require the operators to clarify, block or destroy inaccurate or illegally obtained personal data;
- Restrict access to information processed in violation of the legislation of the Russian Federation.
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in the field of personal data;
File a lawsuit in the court in defence of the rights of subjects of personal data, including in defence of the rights of an indefinite circle of persons, and represent the interests of subjects of personal data in court;
Forward the information on the use of encryption protocols and encryption keys to the FSB;
Provide material to the prosecutor’s office, other law enforcement agencies to resolve the issue of initiating criminal cases on the basis of crimes related to the violation of the rights of subjects of personal data;
Submit to the Government of the Russian Federation proposals on improving the legal regulation of the protection of the rights of subjects of personal data;
Issue administrative fines to the persons guilty of violating the Personal Data Law.

The remedial or corrective powers of the Roskomnadzor in respect of public authorities are not explicitly stated among its functions. In practice, the Roskomnadzor issues fines or warnings exclusively to private entities and natural persons. In its 2020 report, the Roskomnadzor reported reviewing 24 complaints about the quality of State services in the fields of media and communications.

The Roskomnadzor is subordinate to the Ministry of Digital Affairs of Russia. It is responsible for issuing authorisations for the legal functioning of media in Russia. Previously, it refused to issue such authorisations to media affiliated with Russian opposition politicians Alexey Navalny and Dmitry Gudkov. The Roskomnadzor is authorised to block websites without a court order and has previously blocked or threatened to block websites. Most of the restrictions were later lifted. The Roskomnadzor also demanded that Google and YouTube censor certain content related to Russian opposition leader Alexey Navalny.

### 2.3.2.4 Retention of personal data

The Personal Data Law states that personal data must be stored no longer than required for the purpose of processing personal data, unless otherwise stated by law, or by a contract in the case of a commercial relationship between the parties. If the purpose of processing personal data is achieved, the controller is obliged to immediately stop processing and destroy the personal data no later than three days after achieving the purpose. According to the Order of the Federal Archive Agency of the Russian Federation No. 236, some documents containing the personal data of employees must be stored by the respective employer for up to 75 years, depending on the type of document.
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2.3.3 Data subject rights

2.3.3.1 Conditions

i. General

In Russia, the Personal Data Law and the Data Protection Act provide principles and obligations intended to protect the personal data of data subjects. These will be described in the following sections. In general, data subjects have the right to demand the operator for information of their personal data. The information on processing personal data has to be provided to the data subject or their representative by the operator upon receiving a request from the subject of personal data or their representative. The request must contain the ID number of the data subject or of their representative, proof of relations with the operator (e.g. contract), or information otherwise confirming the fact of personal data processed by the operator. The request can be sent in the form of an electronic document in accordance with the legislation of the Russian Federation. The right of the data subjects to access their personal data may be limited if:

- the processing of personal data, including personal data obtained as a result of investigative, counterintelligence and intelligence activities, is carried out for the purpose of national defence, state security and law enforcement;
- the processing of personal data is carried out by the bodies that detained the subject of personal data on suspicion of committing a crime, or charged the subject of personal data in a criminal case, or applied a preventive measure to the subject of personal data before filing charges, with the exception of those provided for by the criminal procedural legislation of the Russian Federation cases when it is allowed to familiarise the suspect or the accused with such personal data;
- the processing of personal data is carried out in accordance with the legislation on combating the legalisation (laundering) of funds obtained through crime and the financing of terrorism;
- the access of the personal data subject to their personal data violates the rights and legitimate interests of third parties;
- the processing of personal data is carried out in the cases provided for by the legislation of the Russian Federation on transport security, in order to ensure the stable and safe operation of the transport complex, to protect the interests of the individual, society and the state in the field of the transport complex from acts of unlawful interference.

In addition, the data subject has the right to ask for the blocking or destruction of personal data if the personal data is incomplete, outdated, inaccurate, illegally obtained or not necessary for the stated purpose of processing, as well as to take measures provided for by law to protect their rights.

ii. The Personal Data Law

In relation to the Personal Data Law, there are several principles protecting the rights of data subjects. First of all, it is held that the processing of personal data must be carried out on a legal and fair basis. Furthermore, the processing of personal data should be limited to the achievement of specific, predetermined and legitimate goals. Processing of personal data that is incompatible with the purposes
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of collecting personal data is not allowed\textsuperscript{367}. In addition, the content and volume of processed personal data must comply with the stated processing objectives. The processed personal data should not be redundant in relation to the stated purposes of their processing. Further, the operator must take the necessary measures to remove or clarify incomplete or inaccurate data\textsuperscript{368}. It is also held that the storage of personal data must be carried out in a form that makes it possible to determine the subject of personal data. In addition, the processed data are subject to destruction or depersonalisation upon achievement of the processing goals or in case of loss of the need to achieve these goals, unless otherwise provided by federal law\textsuperscript{369}.

The Personal Data Law also provides extensive legislation with regard to the conditions of processing personal data\textsuperscript{370}, such as the consent of the data subject\textsuperscript{371} or several legal bases related to state authorities’ processing of personal data. These are for example: (i) processing of personal data for achieving purposes stipulated by a law; (ii) processing of personal data for exercise and fulfilment of functions, powers and obligations imposed on operators by the Russian Federation law\textsuperscript{372}; (iii) processing of personal data for the administration or enforcement of judicial acts\textsuperscript{373}; and (iv) processing of personal data subject to publication or compulsory disclosure in accordance with federal laws\textsuperscript{374}.

The Personal Data Law also requires consent for processing of special categories of personal data (e.g. political and religious views, ethnic and racial background, sexual life) as a principle\textsuperscript{375}, the principle is, nevertheless subject to a list of exceptions\textsuperscript{376} related to the public availability of the information, the necessity of processing for health, pension and insurance reasons. Interesting exceptions also allow processing of personal data of special categories if it is “necessary in order to enable the rights of the personal data subject or of third parties to be established or exercised, and in connection with the administration of justice”\textsuperscript{377} as well as processing of personal data “carried out in accordance with the legislation of the Russian Federation concerning defence, security, counter-terrorism, transport safety, anti-corruption measures, investigative activities and enforcement proceedings and the penal legislation of the Russian Federation”\textsuperscript{378}. The exceptions provide relatively large caveats.

Further, Chapter 3 of the Personal Data Law provides mechanisms to protect the rights of data subjects. These concern among others the right to access\textsuperscript{379} and the right to appeal against actions (or inaction) of an operator\textsuperscript{380}. These rights are accompanied by corresponding obligations for operators in Chapter 4. However, the rights of data subjects are almost always accompanied by the possibility that federal laws state otherwise, without specifying these laws. According to Article 22 of the Personal Data Law, the operator is obliged to notify the processing to the Roskomnadzor prior to conducting any type of processing, unless one of the listed exceptions apply. No notification is needed to the data subject.

\textbf{iii. The Data Protection Act}

It can be held that the Data Protection Act imposes also information rights applicable to operators. These rights are similar as the ones provided under the Personal Data Law. It also requires operators to publish a data processing policy.

\textsuperscript{367} Article 5(4) of the Personal Data Law.
\textsuperscript{368} Article 5(6) of the Personal Data Law.
\textsuperscript{369} Article 5(7) of the Personal Data Law.
\textsuperscript{370} Article 6 of the Personal Data Law.
\textsuperscript{371} Article 6(1) of the Personal Data Law.
\textsuperscript{372} Article 6(2) of the Personal Data Law.
\textsuperscript{373} Article 6(3) of the Personal Data Law.
\textsuperscript{374} Article 6(11) of the Personal Data Law.
\textsuperscript{375} Article 10 of the Personal Data Law.
\textsuperscript{376} Article 10(2) of the Personal Data Law.
\textsuperscript{377} Article 10(6) of the Personal Data Law.
\textsuperscript{378} Article 10(7) of the Personal Data Law.
\textsuperscript{379} Article 14 of the Personal Data Law, in particular Paragraph 7.
\textsuperscript{380} Article 17 of the Personal Data Law.
2.3.4 Upcoming changes in legislation

In 2020, the Russian lower parliamentary chamber (the Duma) adopted bill No. 759897-7, which sets up a federal database, comprising all personal data of all Russian citizens. The database will contain personal data such as birth certificates, passport details, marital status, any change of gender, education, residence permits abroad, employment, and taxpayers’ information. The database will also include references between parents’ and children’s’ profiles. The database is expected to be up and running by 2025.

According to Human Rights Watch (HRW), the justification for the law is related to a need to ensure reliability and consistency of data across the country. The concerns of the HRW are that "the uniform database concept allows the government to store excessive amounts of data indefinitely as well as share it with governmental agencies without a person’s explicit consent."

2.3.5 Intermediary conclusion

In relation to Russia, it can be concluded that Russian data protection law is a complex matter. Although the formal legislative framework seems comprehensive, the enforcement and the application of the legislation has serious drawbacks. In addition, Russia has a striking record of violating the ECHR related to other related rights and freedoms, such as the freedom of expression. Especially in relation to the interests of national security, the right to data protection and privacy is limited. This was also stated by the ECHR in the Roman Zakharov v. Russia case. Considering the close correlation between the ECHR and the EU-Charter, careful consideration should be given to personal data transfers to Russia. Further, when it comes to state surveillance and data protection, some scholars argue, that digitalisation has led to new types of surveillance and possibilities of censorship and information controls. This reflects one of the major findings of this report - that authorities tend to use data protection laws as an instrument to enforce political aspirations, maintain control of the internet, and protect the interests of the government. Finally, compared to the EU, Russian authorities take a significantly more negative approach to balancing fundamental rights in the digital sphere, putting the protection of the State before the interests and rights of data subjects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laws/ Features</th>
<th>Scope of Government Access</th>
<th>Oversight</th>
<th>Remedy/Data Subjects’ Rights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Personal Data Law (Federal Law No. 152-FZ)</td>
<td>State agencies are thereby bound by the provisions of the Personal Data Law. No provisions directly related to Government Access.</td>
<td>Operators are obliged to notify the processing to Roskomnadzor prior to the processing (certain exceptions exist).</td>
<td>Processing limited to the achievement of specific, predetermined and legitimate goals; Purpose limitation; Removal/clarification incomplete or inaccurate data, and destruction or depersonalisation upon achievement of the processing goals;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| **Data Protection Act (Federal Law No. 149-FZ)** | Obligation for internet operators to store:  
- text messages, voice communications, images, audio, video and other messages communicated by users located in Russia for six months.  
- Messages and metadata of users should be stored for one year.  
- Telecommunication providers are also required to store all internet traffic data for 30 days. | Requirement for controllers to notify Roskomnadzor prior to processing personal data. | N/A |
| **Data Localisation Law (Federal Law No. 242-FZ)** | Obligations for operators to make sure that recoding, systematisation, accumulation, storage, refining and retrieving of personal data is carried out for data bases located at Russian territory.  
This obligation targets both Russian companies storing data abroad, as well as foreign operators who are active in Russia. Operators must ensure that information on the physical localisation of the servers are available. | See Federal Law 149-FZ, as Data Localisation Law amends that. | N/A |
| **Federal Law of March 6, 2006 No. 35-Fz on counter-terrorism - YarovaYa package** | Obligation for telecom operators to store:  
- calls and messages (including pictures, videos and audio recordings) of subscribers for a period of up to six months;  
- ‘information about subscribers’ messages’ for a period of up to three years and one year for Internet-based messenger services;  
- extensive information on users such as mobile phone number, IMSI, CDMA, login, IP address, email, PIN code, full name, national ID data. | N/A | The 2018 Resolution on Internet Traffic provides state intelligence and surveillance authorities with unmonitored access to the data accumulated based on abovementioned obligations. |
| Bill No. | Obligation for internet-based messenger services operators to provide data on decoding users’ messages to local divisions of the FSB. | Establishment of federal database, comprising all personal data of all Russian citizens. | N/A | Authorities will have access to the data *ex officio*. |
3 CONCLUSION

The present study preliminarily investigates the general situation of China, India and Russia concerning fundamental rights and freedoms, in particular as regards the right to privacy and data protection. Secondly, the study contains an analysis of the legislation of the countries in order to establish the substantive and procedural conditions for government access to personal data, including law enforcement and intelligence agencies, with an attention to the authorities involved in the adoption or amendment of the related rules and decisions. Afterwards, the study investigates whether specific purposes and conditions to access personal data of foreign individuals exist in each of the three countries. The study also aims to identify, where existing, oversight mechanisms on the governmental access to personal data, and to assess the independency from the executive of the bodies empowered to perform such control. Finally, the study explains which rights and administrative or judicial redress mechanisms are available to data subjects (including foreign individuals) in the three observed countries.

In relation to China, it can be seen that the Chinese legal system does not provide sufficient safeguards for foreigners’ data comparable to those found in the EU. Based on insights from the analysis of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) Constitution it is clear that government access to personal data is not constrained. Especially the fact that its Constitution plainly states that the PRC is a dictatorship, where the power is concentrated in and executed by the Communist Party of China (CCP), makes this clear. Based on this, it can be argued that a legal environment for sufficient protection of personal data against government access does not exist - regardless of the normative content of the secondary laws. In relation to personal data, several secondary laws focused on national security and the public order provide for exemptions to privacy protection legislations. The notions of security and the public order are interpreted wider than in the EU and are considered priorities for the PRC’s political system. The analysis of these secondary laws indicate that the government has leeway in accessing people’s data. It can be concluded that Chinese law legitimises broad and unrestricted access to personal data by the government. Personal Information Protection Law (PIPL) and Data Security Law (DSL) could be seen as an effort to enhance data protection in PRC. However, they do not bring a substantial change to what the PRC government will be able to do with the peoples’ data.

In relation to India, it should be noted that the right to privacy was recognised only recently by the Indian Supreme Court. In close connection, also the right to personal data has received more attention. However, the Indian government has a track record of infringing both rights extensively. After careful assessment of relevant Indian legislation (Information Technology Act - IT Act, several IT Rules and Aadhaar Act), it may be concluded that these regulations foresee widespread exemptions for governmental access to personal data. In general, the grounds justifying exceptional interception of data are broadly phrased and vague. More precisely, the concept of ‘national security’ is an umbrella concept used by the government to access personal information. Such information includes all data stored on the Indian territory. In other words, this can also involve personal data of people in the EU. In case of governmental access, it is true that several conditions need to be fulfilled. However, as mechanisms are not transparent there is little evidence that these conditions are fulfilled. In relation to data subjects’ rights, it can be argued that this is rather limited. In relation to remedies it can be held that, only in a few cases is it possible for civilians to have access to a redress mechanism. In case of an infringement, the government itself remains mostly impenetrable. In the future, no additional protection for personal data seems to be upheld, as also the draft Personal Data Protection (PDP) Bill includes several exemptions for governmental agencies.

In relation to Russia, it can be concluded that Russian data protection law is a complex matter. Although the formal legislative framework seems comprehensive, the enforcement and the application of the legislation has serious drawbacks. In addition, Russia has a striking record of violating the European Convention of Human Rights (ECHR) related to other related rights and freedoms, such as the freedom of expression. Especially in relation to the interests of national security, the right to data protection and privacy is limited. This was also stated by the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) in the Roman
Zakharov v. Russia case. Considering the close correlation between the ECHR and the EU-Charter, careful consideration should be given to personal data transfers to Russia. Further, when it comes to state surveillance and data protection, some scholars argue, that digitalisation has led to new types of surveillance and possibilities of censorship and information controls. This reflects one of the major findings of this report, that authorities tend to use data protection laws as a means of enforcing political aspirations, maintaining control of the internet, and protecting the interests of the government. Finally, compared to the EU, Russian authorities take a significantly more negative approach to balancing fundamental rights in the digital sphere, putting protection of the State ahead of the interests and rights of data subjects.
ANNEX 1 – QUESTIONNAIRES

All interviewees received the same introduction and list of definitions. However, the actual questions were different, depending on the country and in the case of China, also on the background of the expert that was interviewed, as indicated below.

Introduction to the study

When transferring personal data to third countries outside the EU, data exporters and data importers have the responsibility to assess themselves that the legislation of the third country of destination enables the data importer to comply with any of the appropriate safeguards enshrined in Article 46 of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). However, evaluating the legislation and practice in third countries on government access to data, especially concerning public security, defense and national security purposes, may be complex for controllers, processors, and even for data protection supervisory authorities, which play a key role to play when enforcing the GDPR and when issuing further decisions on transfers to third countries. To avoid divergent decisions, supervisory authorities will further work within the European Data Protection Board (EDPB) in order to ensure consistency, in particular if transfers to third countries must be prohibited.

Against that background, the EDPB has launched a study of which the goal is to collect objective, reliable and up-to-date background information on the legislation and practice in China on governments’ access to personal data. Hence, the study must provide relevant information in order to facilitate this assessment mentioned in Article 46 of the GDPR. The following questionnaire is aimed at gathering information from data protection experts of three designated third countries, and accurately mapping the legal framework applicable to and relevant case law on governments’ access to personal data.

The study is independent in its nature. Therefore, it does not represent the views of the EDPB or any individual supervisory authority and does not bind them in their assessment concerning data transfers.

Definitions

Personal data
This notion refers to any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (‘data subject’); an identifiable natural person is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, an identification number, location data, an online identifier or to one or more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social identity of that natural person384.

Government authorities
This notion should be understood broadly and shall encompass law enforcement authorities (e.g., police, public prosecutors, courts), government bodies, intelligence agencies ...

Supervisory authority
This notion refers to an independent public authority which is responsible for monitoring the compliance with data protection and fundamental rights385.

Law enforcement authority
This notion refers to any public authority competent for the prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal offences or the execution of criminal penalties, including the safeguarding against and the prevention of threats to public security; and

384 Article 4 GDPR.
385 Cf. Article 51 GDPR.
any other body or entity entrusted by Member State law to exercise public authority and public powers for the purposes of the prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal offences or the execution of criminal penalties, including the safeguarding against and the prevention of threats to public security\(^\text{386}\).

**Access to data for law enforcement purposes**

This notion shall be interpreted as broadly as possible, covering purposes of the prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal offences or the execution of criminal penalties, including the safeguarding against and the prevention of threats to public security and/or similar purposes\(^\text{387}\).

**Data subject rights**

The notion refers to any right allowing data subjects to exercise a control over the processing of their personal data. According to the GDPR data subjects whose personal data is being processed, can exercise different rights, such as the right to access, the right to rectification, the right to erasure, the right to restriction of processing, and the right to object at any time to processing of personal data\(^\text{388}\).

I. **CHINA**

**Questions to legal practitioners**

How does the government authorities’ access (including law enforcement and intelligence authorities) to personal data in China look like from the perspective of legal practice?

1.1. Are there any official queries issued by the government authorities?
1.2. In what circumstances do private (including foreign companies) need to disclose the data to the government authorities?
1.3. In what way can government authorities obtain personal data in practice?
1.4. Is there any piece of evidence of the government authorities seeking access into the cyber systems, as well as to physical premises, to obtain data from foreign companies based in China?

**Questions to legal practitioners and scholars**

What is the case law of Chinese courts when claiming privacy rights against the government authorities, stipulated, e.g., in Civil Code and other laws?

1.1 Does there exist any legal doctrine or practice developed by courts?
1.2 To what extent is it possible to successfully claim one's rights concerning personal data? Is it encouraged or discouraged?

**Questions to legal scholars**

1. Under Article 40 of the Constitution and other laws regulating confidentiality of correspondence, there is a reference to the concept of the citizen rather than "everyone" or "individuals". How does the protection of citizens and foreigners differ with regard to the protection against access to personal data by government authorities?
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2. What safeguards are provided under Criminal Procedural Law for access to personal data by government authorities?

3. What are the remedies provided for individuals in case of violation of these rules?

4. Do foreigners residing inside or outside of China have the remedies in case of a breach of Criminal Procedural Law?

5. According to Article 26 of the Chinese National Intelligence Act, national intelligence institutions shall supervise and oversee the staff's compliance with laws and discipline. In addition, Article 27 of this Act states that national intelligence agencies must have certain outlets for input or complaints. However, it is unclear how these complaints are treated and what the nature of these complaints mechanisms is. Is there any redress mechanism provided for access by the government to the personal data of data subjects living outside China for intelligence activities?

6. To what extent can general administrative law remedies be applied to access to personal data by government authorities?
   8.1. If yes, can foreigners residing outside China invoke these remedies?
   8.2. How do those remedies work in practice?

II. INDIA

Rule of law, respect of human rights and right to privacy in India

1. How is the general situation regarding rule of law, respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, and in particular the right to privacy and data protection, perceived amongst legal practitioners and privacy advocates, also in light of the participation of India to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights?

2. What is the impact of the judgment of the Supreme Court of India Justice K.S. Puttaswamy & another Vs. Union of India, delivered in August 2017 and recognizing the right to privacy as a fundamental right under Article 21 of the Constitution, on the general attitude of the Indian Courts toward privacy rights and their enforcement?

3. What role do Mutual Legal Assistance Treaties/Agreements on Criminal Matters (with the 39 countries) play in the criminal prosecution? Do these cooperation agreements have a strong practical impact for India law enforcement authorities?


4. In your view, does the Aadhaar and Other Laws (Amendment) Act 2019 comply with the Supreme Court judgment Justice K.S. Puttaswamy & another Vs. Union of India?

5. Section 27 of the Aadhaar and Other Laws (amendment) Act 2019, which amends the Prevention of Money-Laundering Act 2002, gives the Central Government the power to permit, by notification, a reporting entity other than a banking company to perform authentication under the Aadhar Act 2016, if it deems it necessary or expedient to do so. How are the requirements of necessity and expediency substantiated in similar decisions of the Government?

6. What is the practical procedure leading to the permission of the Government as mentioned under Section 27?

7. Are the data subjects involved in such procedure at any stage: before, during or after the processing of their personal data linked to the Aadhaar number?

Information Technology Act 2000 (IT Act)

8. Section 69 of the Information Technology Act 2000 provides that the Central Government or to a State Government, if satisfied that is necessary or expedient so to do, in the interest of the

389 All questions were asked to all experts. No distinction was made according to the capacity of the interviewee.
sovereignty of and integrity of India, defence of India, security of the State, friendly relations with foreign States or public order or for preventing incitement to the commission of any cognizable offence specified under the IT Act, or for investigation of any offence, may direct any Government agency to intercept, monitor or decrypt or cause to be intercepted or monitored or decrypted any information generated, transmitted, received or stored in any computer resource. What are the conditions under which the requirement of necessity or expediency is fulfilled?

9. Which institutions are involved in the decisional procedure about the fulfilment of such requirements?

10. Is a judicial warrant needed in order to direct the Government agencies to intercept, monitor or decrypt the information in question?

11. What is the practical procedure to issue such order of the Government?

12. How are the concepts of “sovereignty or integrity of India”, “defence of India”, “security of the State”, “friendly relations with foreign States” or “public order” substantiated under Indian law?

13. What is the level of discretion left to the authorities in assessing whether similar grounds justify the interception, monitoring or decryption?

14. Does any relevant case law exist with regard to the interpretation of these conditions and legal grounds?

15. Do such provisions and conditions apply where personal data of foreign individuals are included in the information to be intercepted, monitored or decrypted?

16. According to Section 69B, the Central Government may, to enhance cyber security and for identification, analysis and prevention of intrusion or spread of computer contaminant in the country, by notification in the Official Gazette, authorize any agency of the government to monitor and collect traffic data or information generated, transmitted, received or stored in any computer resource. What is the procedure to be followed in order to issue the authorization and previous to the notification in the Official Gazette?

17. Do such provisions and conditions apply where personal data of non-Indian individuals are included in the traffic data or information?

18. Section 87 of the Act gives the Central Government the power to make rules to carry out the provisions of the Act, in particular about the procedures and safeguards for interception, monitoring or decryption under Section 69; such rules shall be laid before each House of Parliament while it is in session so that it agrees before the expiry date of thirty days in making any modification or that the rules should not be made. In this case, the rule has effect in the modified form or is of no effect, as far as such modification or annulment is without prejudice to the validity of anything previously done under that rule. Where the modification or annulment may cause a prejudice to the validity of anything previously done under the rule, does the Parliament retain the power to amend or reject the rule in question?

19. Are the Adjudicating Officer, as appointed by the Government under Section 46 of the IT Act, and the Appellate Tribunal, as identified under Section 48 of the IT Act, competent in adjudging any controversy arising from the processing of personal data according to Sections 69 and 69B of the IT Act?

20. How is the independency of the Adjudicating Officer and of the Appellate Tribunal guaranteed in this regard?

21. According to Section 84 of the Information Technology Act 2000, no suit, prosecution or other legal proceeding shall lie against the Central Government, the State Government, the Controller or any person acting on behalf of him, and adjudicating officers for anything which is in good faith done or intended to be done in pursuance of this Act or any rule, regulation or order made thereunder. How do Indian Courts substantiate the requirement of good faith?

22. Does the absence of good faith represent a circumstance of inadmissibility of the action in Court?

Personal Data Protection Act 2019 (PDPA 2019)

23. What is your general view as regards to the potential effectiveness and approximate timeline for adoption and implementation of the Personal Data Protection Act 2019?
24. In light of the exemptions provided under Section 35 of the PDPA 2019, will any residual oversight mechanism over the government access to personal data by administrative and/or judicial bodies be in place?

25. How is the power conferred to the Government under Section 86 of the PDPA 2019 to issue directions to the Data Protection Authority when the sovereignty and integrity of India, the security of the State, friendly relations with third countries or public order come at stake, is likely to impact the independency of the Data Protection Authority?

26. Section 2 of the PDPA 2019 will extent the application of the Act to the processing of personal data when such processing is carried out within the territory of India or by any legal or physical person incorporated or created under Indian law. In your view, does the PDPA 2019 encompass any specific guarantees for the personal data of foreign individuals?

27. Why does the PDPA 2019, in your opinion, not encompass a right to object to the processing of personal data of a data subject, on grounds relating to his or her particular situation, similar to the one enshrined in Article 21 of the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)?

III. RUSSIA

1. How is general access to personal data by government authorities regulated in Russia?
   1.1. Are there differences with regard to access to personal data for law enforcement purposes or national security/intelligence purposes?
   1.2. Is access to personal data for intelligence purposes subject to specific conditions?

2. How are potential access restrictions applied in practice for different purposes (law enforcement, national security and intelligence)?
   2.1. Do government authorities in general observe and evaluate the effects on the rights of individuals (data subjects) when assessing access requests?
   2.2. Are there means intended to protect the right to effective remedy?
   2.3. Do courts/authorities in general give precedence to the rights of individuals (data subjects) when interpreting and applying the data protection legislation?

3. Attention to data subjects’ rights (right to access, right to information, rights regarding automated decision-making, right to appeal)
   3.1. How are data subjects’ rights regarded and prioritised in general?
   3.2. Would you say that the means to practice and enforce data subjects’ rights are efficient?
   3.3. Would you say that the data subjects have access to effective judicial protection (as defined by the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU), the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR), the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, and the European Convention on Human Rights)?
   3.4. If the answer to Q 3.2 and 3.3 is “no” – why not?
   3.5. What is the role of the Roskomnadzor (IT, communications, and data protection agency) when it comes to the protection of data subjects’ rights?
      3.5.1. In theory?
      3.5.2. In practice?

4. Practice of enforcing data subjects’ rights
   4.1. Would you say that fines and other enforcement mechanisms for ensuring data protection are:
      4.1.1. objectively applied?
      4.1.2. consistently applied?
   4.2. On the approach of the supervisory authority (Roskomnadzor) and courts (local and supreme courts)

390 All questions were asked to all experts. No distinction was made according to the capacity of the interviewee.
4.2.1. How would you consider that functions of Roskomnadzor can be compared to a Data Protection Authority (DPA) according to General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)? What is the role of the Roskomnadzor in relation to data subjects’ rights in practice?

4.2.2. Would you consider that the (supreme) courts apply the data protection legislation consistently?

4.2.3. Would you say, in general, that courts (local and supreme) give data subjects’ protection a strong standing in their practice?

5. Attention to the rights of EU citizens?

5.1. Does data protection legislation also apply to individuals with another nationality than the Russian one?

5.1.1. If they are in Russia?

5.1.2. If the data is located outside of Russia, but processed by Russian authorities?

6. How does the Russian legislation treat the retention and access to personal data?

6.1. Are there any discrepancies between the level of protection of data subjects’ rights when it comes to processing metadata for private (commercial) purposes and for law enforcement and combating terrorism (According to the Law of Russian Federation N-35 ‘On combating terrorism’)?

6.2. Considering the potential sensitivity of communication data (as per the case law of the CJEU), do you consider communication data to enjoy the same level of protection as personal data, especially in the practice of authorities and national courts?

6.2.1. Especially for law enforcement and intelligence purposes?

6.2.2. Considering both retention of metadata AND access to that data?
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ANNEX 3 - ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

I. GENERAL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronyms and Abbreviations</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CJEU</td>
<td>Court of Justice of the European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoE</td>
<td>Council of Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convention 108</td>
<td>Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convention 108+</td>
<td>Convention 108+ on protection of individuals with regard to the Processing of Personal Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDPB</td>
<td>European Data Protection Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDPS</td>
<td>European Data Protection Supervisor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEA</td>
<td>European Economic Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECHR</td>
<td>European Convention on Human Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECtHR</td>
<td>European Court of Human Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDPB</td>
<td>European Data Protection Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU-Charter</td>
<td>Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDPR</td>
<td>General Data Protection Regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRC</td>
<td>United Nations Human Rights Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICCPR</td>
<td>International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA(s)</td>
<td>Supervisory authority(ies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDHR</td>
<td>Universal Declaration of Human Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II. CHINA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronyms and Abbreviations</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCP</td>
<td>Chinese Communist Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSL</td>
<td>Cybersecurity Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSL</td>
<td>Data Security Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPC</td>
<td>National People’s Congress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIPL</td>
<td>Personal Information Protection Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRC</td>
<td>The People’s Republic of China</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. INDIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronyms and Abbreviations</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aadhaar Card</td>
<td>Aadhaar Unique Identification Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMS</td>
<td>Centralized Monitoring System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT Act</td>
<td>Information Technology Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDP Bill</td>
<td>Personal Data Protection Bill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rules 2009</td>
<td>Information technology procedures and safeguards for interception, monitoring and decryption of information rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rules 2011</td>
<td>Reasonable security practices and procedures and sensitive personal data or information rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rules 2021</td>
<td>Information technology intermediary guidelines and digital media ethics code rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UIDAI</td>
<td>Unique Identification Authority of India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPR</td>
<td>Universal Periodic Review</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV. RUSSIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronyms and Abbreviations</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>Constitutional Court</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data Protection Act</strong></td>
<td>Federal Law No. 149-FZ on Information, information technologies and data protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSB</td>
<td>Federal Security Service of Russian Federation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSAA</td>
<td>Operational Search Activities Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRW</td>
<td>Human Rights Watch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Data Law</td>
<td>Federal Law No. 152-FZ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>